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what’sinside   Tutoring         Shadows

Senior Samuel Breck, 
then a sophomore, didn’t 
think he was doing any-
thing wrong. During his 
tutoring session, he was 
given, as practice, an old 
quiz for a class he was tak-
ing at school. 

The next day, when 
Breck took the actual quiz 
in class, he noticed some-
thing familiar about the 
questions and the format-
ting of the page in front 
of him. It was the exact 
same quiz — not even the 
order of the questions had 
changed. 

“I just blasted through 

all of it; I was really sur-
prised,” Breck said. “I’d 
shown a couple of other 
people telling them that 
this was just one of my 
study tools, and they were 
all surprised as well.”

The quiz he received 
was from a local tutoring

BY SabrinaChen
& DeeptiKannan
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The marching band is one 
of the most successful organi-
zations on campus. It is home 
to more than 200 student mu-
sicians every fall and has been 
invited to a variety of presti-
gious venues, like the Macy’s 
Day Thanksgiving Parade in 
2012 and at the Tournament of 
Roses Parade on Jan. 1, 2016. 
Many acknowledge it as one 
of the best music programs in 
the state and country. 

Behind the scenes lies lead-
ership, passion and devotion. 
Students who spend their high 
school years with the group 
often recall it as a transforma-
tive experience. In an academi-
cally charged environment 
like Saratoga High, however, 
students often struggle to find 
time for band. Some students 
end up asking: Is it worth it? 

One of the most common 
complaints about the march-
ing band is the time commit-
ment students are asked to 
make, which averages 13-14 
hours per week during the 
fall marching season. The sea-
son starts in August and ends 
in mid-November. This time 
commitment is similar to that 
of intense sports like football. 

Even so, music director 
Michael Boitz said Saratoga 
High’s marching band has the 
most relaxed practice schedule 
of any of its competitors. For 
instance, the Falcon band only 
has one evening practice per 
week, unlike rival Lynbrook 
High, which has two. 

MUSIC

An inside look: Is band worth it? 
BY AshleyChen, EricSze
& RachelZhang

COLLEGE APPS

As seniors hit the peak of col-
lege application season, some are 
applying to more than 20 schools. 
A big reason for the large number 
of applications is that more are ap-
plying to private schools like Stan-
ford, USC and Santa Clara.

 Last year, more SHS seniors 
applied and went to private col-
leges than UCs and other public 
schools, a growing trend that be-
gan in 2011, assistant principal 
Brian Safine said. 

One reason for the change is the 
perception that private colleges of-
fer a better education because of 
a smaller student population and 
class sizes. 

Senior Randy Tsai has consid-
ered how class sizes will affect his 
education. Tsai’s dream school is 
Brown University, which has a 8:1 
student to faculty ratio. This is less 
than half of that of UCs, which av-
erage 17:1, according to U.S. News.

“Private schools are a much bet-
ter fit for me than the UC system 
because I do not want to [struggle] 
to get into certain popular or re-
quired courses,” Tsai said. “I dis-
like large classes since that’s less 
opportunity for me to ask [the pro-
fessor questions] in order to clarify 
anything I may not understand.”

PRIVATES 
TRUMP 
PUBLICS

MATH

Math teachers are working 
more closely to align their test-
ing policies and trying to elimi-
nate perceived differ-
ences among teachers 
who teach a common 
subject. 

An example of why 
the increased commu-
nication is necessary oc-
curred last spring. 

Former Algebra 2 
Honors teacher Rafael 
Alapont gave his stu-
dents a preview of the final 
during dead week because of 
a miscommunication between 
Alapont and the other Algebra 
2 Honors teachers. 

Alapont handed out the ex-
act copy of the final to each of 

his students, telling them to 
remain silent as they absorbed 
the information. Roughly half 
an hour later, he collected the 
tests again.

He proceeded to dictate the 
math concepts for each 
question, while students 
copied his words down 
— all with the intent of ce-
menting the information 
students really needed to 
know.

A few days after this 
preview, however, some 
of his students shared 
a document via Google 

Drive with questions and solu-
tions to roughly 80 percent of 
the problems on the test. 

Algebra 2 Honors students 
in classes of other teachers like 

BY ArielLiu, StefanieTing
& RachelZhang

BY HelenChen
& AndrewJiang

Yim

The baritone section practices for their field show, Sacred Geometry.

MICHELLE CEN
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The stage will be set in the McAfee Center for the Sara-
toga Idol singing competition on Nov. 20. Students audi-
tioned throughout the second week of November during 
seventh period. The event has not been planned to its full 
extent but is set to have a few changes from last year.

Besides being a fundraiser for the junior class, Saratoga 
Idol’s purpose is also to “bring the school together and 
have a night to celebrate the many talented students,” ac-
cording to junior class president Darby Williams. Returning 
participants include junior Michael Z. Guo, who said he 
received great advice from awesome judges.”

“[I] had a great time showcasing what I love to do,” Guo 
said. “I can’t wait to have some fun and sing my heart out.”

— Emily Chen

Saratoga Idol scheduled for late November

Lenz plans biology trip to Catalina Islands

picturethis

STICKY SITUATION       Senior soccer players Amy Shephard, Ciara Bowen, Saia Ghelichkhani and 
Anisha Nagarajan tar-and-feathered junior soccer player Isa Berardo at the end of the rally on Nov. 7. 

Falcon wins Pacemaker award

UCLA band performs at SHS

UCLA’s Bruin Marching 
Band, also known as The Sol-
id Gold Sound, performed on 
the school’s football field on 
Oct. 17 during tutorial and 
lunch.

The band was invited to 
use the field to rehearse be-
fore their performance the 
next day at the UCLA-Cal 
Berkeley game. Because the 
game started at 12:30 p.m. the 
following day, Bruin March-
ing Band Director Gordon 
Henderson decided that the 
band would have a long re-
hearsal the previous day at 
instead of practicing the same 
morning.

The Bruins were supposed 
to play and rehearse at San 
Mateo High School, but the 
school received a noise com-
plaint at their football game 

the previous Friday. The band 
instead chose to come to Sara-
toga High.

“It was [always] a stand-
ing invitation for us to come,” 
Henderson said. “We haven’t 
been back here since 2009, 
so we thought it was a good 
time to come by.”

San Mateo’s loss was Sara-
toga’s fortune, as students, 
teachers and even parents 
shouted, clapped and cheered 
the Bruins’ performance.

Practicing their pregame 
and halftime shows, the 250 
band members executed 
crisp, synchronized move-
ments to the songs “Hide and 
Seek,” “Aha!,” “Moondance” 
and “Mr. Roboto.” Among 
the Bruins was 2014 graduate 
Anup Kar, who played sousa-
phone.

“It was definitely reminis-
cent,” Kar said. “When I was 
marching on this field I re-

membered being drum major. 
It reminded me how much I 
love band.”

Hearing the news that 
their band would be playing 
at his alma mater, Kar was 
ecstatic to be back at his old 
home field yet still had obli-
gations to fulfill. 

“My first reaction was 
‘Damn, now I have to call my 
mom,’” Kar said. “My second 
reaction was kind of the same 
thing, except three days later 
because I procrastinated to 
call my mom.”

Kar advised current high 
school students to strongly 
consider joining marching 
band in college.

“If your college has a band 
that is a decent size and seems 
fun, give it a shot,” Kar said. 
“You’d be surprised on how 
much fun college band could 
have off the field and on the 
field.” u

MUSIC
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—Helen Chen 
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Number of seniors applying to top universities 

BY ClaireChou
& GwynevereHunger

The Falcon has won the 
Pacemaker Award from the 
National Scholastic 
Press Association 
(NSPA) for 2013-14 in 
the broadsheet cate-
gory for newspapers 
of 17 or more pages. 

This prestigious 
accolade, one of the 
top awards in student 
journalism, is only 
handed out to fewer 
than 10 schools per 
category. The win-
ners were announced 
at the JEA/NSPA Fall 
National High School Jour-
nalism Convention in Wash-
ington, D.C., on Nov. 7.

The NSPA conducts the 
contest and selects finalists 
and recipients based on “cov-
erage and content, quality of 
writing and reporting, leader-
ship on the opinion page, evi-
dence of in-depth reporting, 
design, photography, art and 
graphics,” according to the 
NSPA website. 

“It’s been the one [prize] 
that our staff has had a hard 
time [getting,] so I never ever 
expect to get [this] nomina-
tion because it’s just so hard,” 

journalism adviser Mike Ty-
ler said.

According to Tyler, the Fal-
con has been named a Pace-
maker finalist twice before in 
his 18 years of advising, but 
this year is the first time the 
Falcon has actually won the 
award. Tyler said last year’s 
Falcon staff tackled some 
tough, controversial topics 
and managed to overcome 
many challenges in order to 

produce some great issues.
He does not expect the 

newspaper to be nominated 
every year, as “it is the equiv-
alent to being in the top 20 

teams every year for a 
college football program, 
which is hard to do,” he 
said.

 Former Falcon ed-
itor-in-chief alumnus 
Samuel Liu is proud of 
the achievement. 

 “A good publication 
is one that has reporters 
who are energized and 
hungry, not who simply 
translate information into 
print,” Liu said. “The Fal-
con [is] that kind of publi-

cation.”
Although Liu is grateful 

for the nomination, he does 
not view it as approval to 
move forward, but rather en-
couragement for future staffs. 

“[The Falcon] is as good as 
a publication you can find on 
a high school campus, maybe 
even on a college campus,” 
Liu said. “I don’t think we 
need the validation of a [sim-
ple] award to say that.” u

Source: Naviance

BY NidhiJain
& AmiNachippan
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Twenty-five Marine Biology and AP Biology students will 
study the wildlife at the Catalina Island Marine Institute 
during a three-day field trip from Jan. 16-18. This is the first 
year the school has offered the trip to the island 65 miles off 
the coast near Los Angeles, though Los Gatos High School 
has been offering it for many years.

AP Biology teacher Cheryl Lenz went on Los Gatos’s trip 
this fall and was impressed with the Institute’s facilities.

“It was such a great experience I thought it would be great 
to let our students have that opportunity,” Lenz said.

 The trip will be especially beneficial because the school 
offers a Marine Biology class that Los Gatos does not offer.

Los Gatos’s trip often includes more than 100 students. 
However, Lenz decided to keep the trip smaller this year be-
cause there are many logistics to be worked out.

Despite the extensive transportation the trip requires, stu-
dents who attend will “actually be out there, snorkeling and 
[seeing] all the beautiful diversity of marine life.”

— Ariel Liu

It’s been the one [prize] 
that our staff has had a 
hard time [getting,] so I 
never expected this nomi-
nation.

“

”adviser  Mike Tyler

    

Band earns fifth place overall at regionals 
The marching band placed fifth overall and first in its di-

vision at the Bands of America regional competition in Long 
Beach. Schools from Texas, Arizona, Nevada and California 
squared off at Veterans Memorial Stadium.

Band members said their first performance of their Sa-
cred Geometry show wasn’t their best, perhaps because they 
were used to performing in such hot conditions.

“Because we did poorly in the beginning, everyone 
felt motivated to do better during the final round,” junior 
Aakash Thumaty said. “We felt as though we were lucky to 
even have a second chance.”

Senior Jennifer Kim said that this competition is one she’ll 
remember.

“This was one of our last competitions so it was satisfy-
ing to know that the season ended on a great note because 
everyone got together and put their greatest effort into this 
competition,” Kim said.

— Ariel Liu
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Prospective actor directs ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’

As juniors look to build 
their senior-year schedule, 
they often run into a problem: 
Most of the available math 
classes are AP. Students often 
must choose between AP Cal-
culus AB, AP Calculus BC and 
AP Statistics. 

For students like junior 
Emily Jacobs, the dilemma 
is that although she wants to 
take math for all four years 
of high school, she is not sure 
Trigonometry/Pre-
calculus is adequate 
preparation for an 
AP math class.” 

Many students are 
in Jacobs’s position. 
Recently, a survey by 
the math department 
showed significant 
interest in a fourth-
year, non-AP math 
class.

 The tentative class would 
either cover calculus, statistics 
or a combination of both.

Math department head 
Debra Troxell said the next 
step in the process is to find 
a teacher interested in spear-
heading the effort. 

Then, that teacher would 
write a formal course descrip-
tion, seek approval from the 
school board and choose a 
textbook for the class. 

Because the department 
is early in the process, Trox-
ell said it is unclear who this 
teacher will be and what the 
class will cover. 

While students demon-
strated a greater interest in 
studying calculus than statis-

tics, Troxell said one possibility 
is a mixed class, like Astronomy 
and Marine Biology, with one 
semester of calculus and anoth-
er of statistics. 

According to Troxell, the 
main audience of the class 
would be seniors who are inter-
ested in math, but not planning 
on studying it at a higher level. 

“Students are hardworking 
and choose to take four years 
of math, but they may be going 
into a field that doesn’t require 
any math,” Troxell said. “They 

don’t need an AP class; 
they don’t need the rigor 
and they’re not going to 
need it for their major.” 

For senior Anne Wit-
kowski, this potential 
new class is too late for 
her. 

After taking Trigo-
nometry/Precalculus 
as a junior, she signed 
up for AP Calculus AB 

for senior year. When she took 
it, she was suddenly over-
whelmed by the dramatic tran-
sition between the two classes.

“I had to drop it, [although] 
I really liked learning the mate-
rial and wanted to continue,” 
Witkowski said. “[In AP], they 
went [much] faster and gave 
little time for review.” 

As for current Trigonom-
etry/Precalculus students, Ja-
cobs said she would consider 
the course if it became a reality. 
Junior Priyanka Kakkar echoed 
Jacobs’s sentiment. 

“[AP Calculus] AB sounds 
like a possibility for me,” Kak-
kar said. “But I wouldn’t like 
the only option to be AP or not 
at all.” u

It’s rare to find students who already 
know exactly what they will major in, 
and even rarer to find prospective art 
majors. Senior Bridgette Olsen, how-
ever, knows she will relentlessly pursue 
the path of theater and dreams of acting 
in a movie someday.

Olsen is putting on her own student 
production, an opportunity that only a 
few select seniors receive each year. The 
performance, “A Streetcar Named De-
sire,” will take place from Nov. 21-23 in 
the Thermond Drama Center.

As director of the show, she essential-
ly makes all decisions, such as what the 
message of the story will be and how the 
story will play out. She said that direct-
ing her own show is nerve-wracking, 
but so far she has handled the task well.

“Directing is a different side to things 
because I know perfectly well what life 
from the stage is, and it’s much harder 
than just acting and finding a character,” 
Olsen said. “But because I know both 
sides, I feel like I will be able to portray 
the message more, and I think it will be 
easier for the entire process.”

Olsen has been a mainstay in the dra-
ma department throughout high school, 
but her enthusiasm for drama extends 
even further back. She was introduced 
to theater in elementary school and 
quickly developed an affinity for acting.

“[In kindergarten, my classmates and 
I] were always kind of forced to do the 
elementary shows. But as I started doing 

them, I realized I liked expressing my-
self and so I was always kind of drawn 
to the acting,” Olsen said.

She ended up performing in each of 
her elementary school’s annual shows. 
Meanwhile she signed up for the acting 
company Stage Door when she was 8 
and stayed a few years before switching 
to a company called California Theatre 
Center. She left after several years to fo-
cus more on school productions, where 
she drew in better roles and opportuni-
ties.

Olsen is currently involved in Drama 
Club and classes in the drama depart-
ment. She also takes part in as many 
shows as she can, performing in “Thor-
oughly Modern Millie” during her 
sophomore year and “Much Ado About 
Nothing” during her junior year. De-
spite Olsen’s talent and devotion, time 
conflicts restricted her to a supporting 
role in “The Matchmaker” this year.

“It’s always a hard decision to try and 
manage my time” Olsen said. “A bigger 
role is definitely a sacrifice that I chose 
to get rid of because I want to have the 
experience of other things, but a great 
actor can take a small role and really 
change it up and spice it up and make 
it a big role.”

Olsen’s acting career will grow even 
after high school, since she plans to pur-
sue a theater major. 

However, many friends and family 
have tried to push her away from the 
this path because they believe it leads to 
impractical careers.

“One of my grandparents [said], 
‘Business, just do business. Every art 
major asks, ‘Would you like fries with 
that?’’’’ Olsen said. “That made me up-
set. I’ve strived for the acting world 
even more after that. This is the field I 
want to go into.”

She appreciates the unwavering sup-
port of her parents, who respect her de-
sire to challenge herself and to live out 
her dream. She has contemplated her 
decision at length and recognizes the 
struggles she will face.

“So many people want to be rich and 
famous, but not many people get to be,” 
Olsen said. “There are a lot of challenges 
like trying to audition for a bunch of 

roles and being rejected, and just trying 
to stay on track and continue to do it.”

Another possibility is that Olsen 
could see herself as a high school drama 
teacher. Currently, however, she plans 
on applying to a college that specializes 
in film acting and will help set her up for 
a career in cinema. 

Regardless of whether or not she 
achieves her dream of acting in a movie, 
she believes her path will always lead 
back to theater.

“I’ve always been drawn to the [abil-
ity to] express myself without being 
judged as a freak,” Olsen said. “Drama 
is a way for me to get out. It makes me 
feel better and helps me be me.” u

Senior plans future in fashion Survey shows interest in 
fourth-year non-AP classes 
BY AshleyChen

FALCON FOCUS: BRIDGETTE OLSEN

SERIES MATH

BY KatherineSun

FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA

Senior Bridgette Olsen gives notes to her cast members as senior Blake Propach looks on.

Editor’s note: This year, the Fal-
con will be following the trials and 
tribulations of the college applica-
tion process. Claire Strickland is 
the second of two seniors who will 
be profiled in this series. 

Walking through the hall-
ways of Saratoga High, nearly 
every student pauses 
to give senior Claire 
Strickland a second 
glance. 

Though her stature 
is small, every bit is 
made up by the aura 
of artistry she exudes, 
which is clearly visible 
through her unique 
fashion sense.  

A typical look for 
Strickland includes her short, 
purple-tinted brown hair 
pinned to one side in delicate 
ringlets, dramatic eye makeup, 
dark berry-colored lips, a black 
lace vest, maroon tights and 
mahogany creepers, platform 
sneakers.

“I draw inspiration [for my 
fashion] from a wide range of 
sources — everything from peo-
ple to places,” Strickland said. 

Strickland, like most seniors, 
is in the midst of the college ap-
plication process. 

But, unlike most, Strickland 
aspires to be a public relations 
agent for a major fashion com-
pany, a not as common path 
generally scorned by many 
STEM-inclined students on 
campus. 

Strickland’s passion for 
fashion developed gradually 
throughout high school.  

“I’ve always been interested 

in fashion in that I really appre-
ciated dressing nicely or being 
put together, and I really liked 
the artistic aspect of it,” Strick-
land said. “Over time, I began 
experimenting more with what 
I wore.”

After realizing her love for 
fashion, Strickland co-founded 
the school’s Fashion Club to 
work on do-it-yourself fashion 
projects. 

Additionally, she at-
tended the Pratt Institute 
Pre-College Program 
and studied fashion and 
communications while 
being immersed into the 
fashion industry.

So far, Strickland has 
completed her Common 
Application essay and 
three supplementals for 
her top colleges.      All 

she has left to complete  for her 
Common Application s id her 
last two supplemental essays. 

Unlike many other se-
niors, Strickland isn’t ap-
plying to an extensive 
number of colleges. 
She has only 
applied to 
eight col-
leges. 

Her list 
i n c l u d e s 
New York 
U n i -
v e r s i -
ty (NYU), 
N o r t h e a s t e r n , 
Boston University, 
Fashion Institute of Tech-
nology (FIT), Rutgers, London 
College of Fashion and Syra-
cuse University. 

Most notably, her list does 
not include any of the usual UC 
or Ivy League Schools.

Strickland said that her 
dream school is NYU or Lon-
don College of Fashion, in the 
“heart of a big city” where 
she can draw inspiration from 
people and places easily 

She has applied early de-
cision at NYU and early ac-
tion at Boston University and 
Northeastern 

“I like the idea of an ever-
changing environment, be-
cause that sort of high energy 
atmosphere is the same as the 
fashion industry.” Stickland 
said. “There’s never a stale or 
static day, always something 
to divulge.”

Saratoga High School is 
not exactly best suited to be a 
fashion capital of the world.

At times, Strickland admits 
that it is challenging to find in-
spiration for her art.

“Many people are more 
academically inclined here, 
which I very much admire; 
however, I do still like to bring 
a fun, artistic aspect to every-

day life,” Strickland said.
At the peak of 

college ap-
pl icat ion 

season, 
h e r 

m a i n 
fear is 

that she 
is second-

g u e s s i n g 
herself.
“I would 

hate to think — 
after I’ve submitted 

an application and 
there’s no going back 

— that I didn’t put forth my 
strongest effort and best repre-
sented myself in my essays,” 
she said. u

BY AshleyChen, AndrewJiang
& ArielLiu

Troxell

COLLEGE
BOUND

Strickland
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The National Speech and Debate 
Association (NSDA) has awarded 
Saratoga’s speech and debate team for 
being one of the top speech and debate 
programs in the nation. 

According to the NSDA, one 
degree confirms that a team’s 
members and coaches have 
achieved a certain amount of 
success in tournaments and 
competitions. 

The speech and debate team 
received over 100 degrees last 
year, qualifying it to be a mem-
ber in the National Forensic 
League’s (NFL) prestigious 
100 Club. 

The team’s achievement of such a 
high number of degrees allows it to be 
recognized as Premier Distinction.

This award can be attributed to the 
work of last year’s speech and debate 
coach Erick Rector, who is no longer 
coaching, as well assistant coaches, 
parents support and of course, student 
participants.

For debater junior Shrey Desai, this 
distinction shows that the program has 
improved in recent years.

“Over the past few years, [the pro-
gram] has evolved into a cohesive 
team that consistently advances to 
elimination rounds at tournaments 
and sends IE and debate members to 
the state and national competitions,” 
Desai said.

According to Desai, the distinction 
will help the program by increasing 
morale.

“[This distinction] is representative 
of the hard work that each member has 

put into the team,” Desai said. “Each 
member should be proud of them-
selves because without each member’s 
individual contribution, this high dis-
tinction wouldn’t have been possible 
in the first place.”

In addition to increasing team con-
fidence, Desai also believes that the 

distinction will improve the 
program’s future success.

Desai said that the distinc-
tion will improve enrollment 
because parents will see the 
high-achieving program as 
something that their child 
should join and thrive in. 

“Our speech and debate 
program has burst into a new 
era, and new coaches can add 
to a mosh pit of education and 

skills that can serve to help everyone,” 
Desai said. u

PROJECTS

Last spring, then-senior Jason Li 
made his television debut with an ap-
pearance on “Shark Tank,” a hit show in 
which contestants pitch their business 
idea to a group of venture capitalists.

 When Li struck a deal with Mark 
Cuban and Barbara Corcoran to invest 
in iReTron (which refurbishes old elec-
tronic devices and sells it to interested 
customers), students watched in aston-
ishment as one of their own peers got 
$100,000 closer to realizing his dream.

Now, many other students are partici-
pating in a version of “Shark Tank” as 
well. Not on the “big screen,” but in the 
school’s own Little Theater.

For the first time, the MAP 12 Eco-
nomics class completed a mock “Shark 
Tank” project during its business and 
labor unit. Groups of students created 
their own business proposals and pre-
sented them to actual venture capitalists 
(VCs) from companies such as LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Intel and Network Applianc-
es. The session took place Oct. 3.

The students involved in the project 
also created advertisements for their 
proposals in their English 12 Language 
MAP classes to encompass the idea of 
persuasion and propaganda. By doing 
so, the History and English class curricu-
lums came together to create a more ho-
listic experience for the students, teacher 
Mike Davey said. 

The project itself takes three weeks to 
complete. In the MAP Economics class-
es, 10 groups presented to the VCs. 

To begin the project, students came 
up with a business idea. Next the group 
assigned the roles of Chief Executive 
Officer, Chief Marketing Officer, Chief 

Finance Officer and Chief Operating Of-
ficer to each group member to carry out 
the tasks to complete the project.

The CMO was in charge of research-
ing the demand and competition for the 
product. The CFO gathered the informa-
tion to figure out how much money the 
group needed to ask the VCs for. The 
COO looked for materials on how to 
construct the product and the CEO was 
in charge of overseeing the group.

Some proposals students made in-
cluded a glow-in-the-dark ropes course 
and a sandwich shop in downtown Sara-
toga named Clubhouse.

“I thought that there needed to be a 
more practical aspect of economics and 
since most of our students are going to 
go into business we thought [this proj-
ect] would be useful,”  Davey said. 

Prior to the “Shark Tank” project, the 
MAP Economics classes took part in a 
mock business contest called JA Future 
Business Leaders, held at Yahoo! with 
their fake company, Falcon Enterprises. 
Davey’s class won this competition.

For this competition, each class 
formed a Falcon Enterprise with a CTO, 
a CEO, a president and shareholders, 
which people were elected for. Every 
student in the class was a member of the 
company and took an active role in fi-
nancing the company, selling stocks and 
shutting down the company to make 
enough profits to give to their share-
holders. The students did this through 
creating their own game, Saratogaopoly.

Davey, however, felt that the old proj-
ect was too large to oversee and scaled 
down the project to what is now the 
Shark Tank Project.

“[The new] project is so translatable 
into what they do in real life,” Davey 

said. “It’s thinking, listening, writing, 
reading, reasoning quickly on your feet 
when you’re asked difficult questions 
that you might not even know the an-
swer. I have found from student surveys 
that this is one of the two most valuable 
things they do during the year.”

Senior Meeta Marathe, whose group 
proposed to create a glow-in-the-dark 
rock climbing course, said the project 
was a positive addition to her first se-
mester. Marathe enjoyed pitching an 
idea to the venture capitalists. 

“[The project] put us in a real-life situ-
ation with experienced people who have 
listened to so many product and service 
pitches in their industries,” Marathe 

said. “Even though we were all scared of 
them at first, they really just wanted to 
help us improve the way that we com-
municated our business ideas.”

Marathe also said that hearing other 
groups’ proposals was both informative 
and fun because every group in the class 
brought forward an innovative idea. 

Davey was also impressed by the stu-
dents’ confidence and completion of the 
project.  

“I think this year, across the board, all 
10 groups were successful,” Davey said. 
“It’s very easy to blow up because of the 
pressure and tension, but everyone pre-
sented well and answered [the Sharks’] 
questions well.” u

‘Shark Tank’ simulation challenges Econ students
BY VibhaSeshadri

Audrie’s Law (SBS 838), a California 
bill sponsored by state Sen. Jim Beall and  
the Audrie Pott Foundation, was signed 
into law by Gov. Brown on Sept. 30.

 The law was inspired by then-Sarato-
ga High sophomore Audrie Pott’s sexual 
assault in 2012. 

According to the Audrie Pott Foun-
dation it “closes loopholes that serve to 
protect sex offenders, not victims” and 
has made “courtrooms more transpar-
ent.” Audrie’s Law requires juveniles 
convicted of sexual assault to complete 
a sex offender treatment program and 
removes the option of paying a fine or 
participating in a community service or 
treatment program.  

In order to push Audrie’s Law, Beall 
and the Audrie Pott Foundation agreed 
to cut a section that called for a manda-
tory minimum of two years in juvenile 
hall for minors.

The law also only includes “forcible” 
sexual assault, meaning the victim had 
to have fought back. Perpetrators of  vic-
tims who are unconscious during their 
assault, as Audrie was, are still not con-
sidered guilty. 

Shortly after Gov. Brown signed the 
bill into law, the Audrie Pott Founda-
tion’s Facebook page posted that, “Aud-
rie’s Law, as passed, does not solve all 
the problems with the juvenile system 
…[but] we consider it a victory if we 
have helped make schools safer.”  

Audrie’s Law will begin on Jan. 1. u

LEGISLATION

Governor signs Audrie’s Law
BY AshleyChen
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Program gets distinction

BY NidhiJain
& SweeyaRaj

SPEECH AND DEBATE ENTERS 100 CLUB 

Venture capitalist Eric Walukiewicz and Principal Paul Robinson critique Economic stu-
dents’ projects at a “Shark Tank” simulation in history teacher Kirk Abe’s class on Oct. 29. 

FALCON // AMY LIN

Parliamentary Debate 
On Oct. 19, the two parliamentary debate 
teams, seniors Michael Ong and Sudeep 
Raj and seniors Rohan Bhardawaj and 
Jerry Yang, won the CFL Fall Debate at 
Milpitas High School. Each team went 4-0 
after the day of debating and won a spot 
to compete in the state qualifiers in April. 

Individual Events
Freshman Varun Viswanath and Divya Ralla-
bandi competed in the Coast CFL Novice IE 
tournament at Christopher High School in 
Gilroy on Oct. 25. After making it to finals, 
Viswanath won first place in the tourna-
ment with Rallabandi winning third place. 

Recent Wins
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Still, Saratoga has a fairly stringent 
practice schedule. An example is James 
Logan High, which boasts one of the 
best bands in the country. Logan prac-
tices a minimum of 13 hours after school 
per week, and has an early morning 
band class during the school day, just 
like Saratoga. 

 Like other local schools, Saratoga is a 
highly academic school, but it is unusual 
in that it has a strong band program but 
a relatively small overall student popu-
lation. 

For instance, Logan has 3,900 stu-
dents compared to Saratoga’s 1,350. This 
means that although Logan’s band has 
260 students, and Saratoga has 200, the 
former group represents 7 percent of the 
school population instead of 15 percent. 

Lynbrook High, another one of Sara-
toga’s competitors, likewise has 1,850 
students and and a 160-person marching 
band. 

A constant challenge for the band is to 
to maintain its high caliber in such an ac-
ademically focused environment. Some 
students, especially upperclassmen, 
quit before senior year to pursue other 
interests or take 
classes they oth-
erwise wouldn’t 
be able to. Despite 
the program’s ef-
forts to make ac-
c o m m o d a t i o n s , 
the marching band 
rehearsal schedule 
is still a serious 
commitment that 
sometimes must 
be prioritized over 
other student obli-
gations.

Directors work to schedule practices 
at the least stressful times, Boitz said. 
For instance, during band camp in early 
August, members learn a large portion 
of their field show so that they will not 
have to do so during the school year.  

In addition, to compensate for 
Wednesday sectionals, an early-morning 
meeting when the woodwind and brass 
sections practice separately, directors 
typically give their students half of the 
block period for independent study. 

“We try to put hours at a minimum, 
but no one wants to be a part of some-
thing that’s not great,” Boitz said. “At 
the same time, if we rehearse too much, 
the hysteria and crazy atmosphere take 
kids away from [band].” 

Even so, many members find that it is 
simply impossible for them to to find the 
hours in their days in which to do home-
work, sleep and attend every practice 
and performance.

For instance, junior Elizabeth Li quit 
after two years in the program so she 
would have room in her schedule to take 
two science classes.

As a sophomore, Li was one of the 

most promising clarinetists and was a 
member of the school’s most selective 
band group, Symphonic Wind Ensem-
ble. 

Similarly, senior Anshika Mahesh-
wari left the band after sophomore year.

“It wasn’t even my decision,” Ma-
heshwari said. “I miss it a lot, [and] I 
wouldn’t have quit if it was up to me.”

Maheshwari said her parents cited 
the “huge time commitment” as the 
main reason they wanted her to quit. 

Other students, some of whom re-
quested anonymity, reported having 
trouble resolving conflicts between band 
and other activities, such as community 
college finals, college interviews and 
sports practices.

For instance, band and orchestra se-
nior Jackie An said that band came into 
conflict with other commitments. For ex-
ample, she had accidentally scheduled 
an off-campus USC college interview, 
which she said was difficult to come 
by due to high demand, on the day of a 
concert. When she asked permission to 
miss the concert, the request was turned 
down because she was told that the pro-
gram came first.

While An was able to reschedule her 
interview to another time, she admits 
that she might be more bitter about the 
denial had this not been the case. 

By contrast, 
some students 
explained that 
they have never 
had a problem 
working out 
clashing sched-
ules because 
they arrange 
their schedule 
around band 
practice. 

Junior Ni-
har Aggarwal, a 
member of the 

Saratoga Youth Commission, said he 
missed many of the commission’s Satur-
day events to go to rehearsals. 

Likewise, junior baritone player Ellie 
Lee said she reschedules her other extra-
curriculars around band rehearsals. 

“I don’t have time for many other 
things as a result, but it’s worth it be-
cause I love being in band,” Lee said. 

Class of 2014 alumnus band member 
Bryan Chow said he felt that the band’s 
practice schedule forced him to make 
marching band his first priority. 

“I’m not sure it is completely justi-
fied,” Chow said. “The time commit-
ment is very hard to deal with.”

Chow added that if he had spent less 
time in band, he would have had more 
time to study and might have received 
better grades. Chow emphasized that 
band was a “fun yet tiring” four years 
that he did not regret. 

Class of 2013 alumnus Truman Chen, 
a former drum major, emphasized that 
the practice schedule is necessary for a 
successful program.

“The band does need the hours, and 
they cannot reasonably cut down with-

out seriously hurting the band’s ability 
to perform at the caliber they do,” Chen 
said.

Chen said the marching band’s prac-
tice schedule helped him learn how to 
manage his time better.

“Although often repeated, it is no 
joke that the additional time spent in 
band does force you to have better pri-
oritization skills,” he said. 

One student’s experience 
One student who had a less-than-ide-

al experience in the marching band pro-
gram was Class of 2014 alumnus Robert 
Eng, now a freshman at CalTech. Two 
years ago, he was a junior who played 
clarinet in the band and helped out as a 
manager.

At the time, Eng said he felt over-
whelmed by the amount of work he 
faced — a “barrage of tests in every AP 
class” — in addition to marching band 
practice. 

“I was weighed down by exhaus-
tion,” Eng said. “[I knew I couldn’t] con-
tinue like this, and enjoy high school or 
get into a college I wanted to.” 

Eng’s mistake was overestimating 
how many commitments he could shoul-
der. His story is one of many: a student 
who wants to take five or six AP/honors 
classes, in addition to band, and realizes 
that the two are incompatible. 

To avoid cases like Eng’s, Boitz said 
the music program encourages students 
to make choices ahead of time so they 
aren’t forced into a stressful situation 
where they don’t have enough time for 
all their obligations. 

“When students take too many AP 
classes and nothing else in their sched-
ule, it’s a shame. Our students tend to be 
proficient at taking tests but need social/
emotional growth as well,” Boitz said. 
“Students need to be involved in great 
activities to help with this growth.” 

Still, for Eng, band became over-
whelming and frustrating, and his rela-
tionship with band leadership soured. 
Hyper-aware of his time during junior 

year, he said he began to notice small in-
efficiencies in rehearsals. For instance, as 
a manager, one of his common tasks was 
to “gack” the field. 

This meant that he and others spent 
around half an hour before practice tap-
ing strips of blue tape every few feet 
with “archaic” 6-foot-long PVC pipes. 
These blue strips act as reference points 
for marching band members while they 
refine their drill and formation. Eng said 
he and other managers wanted to switch 
to using tape measures to finish the job 
faster, but were too afraid to suggest it. 

After completing the fall 2012 season, 
Eng quit the program, dropping Sym-
phonic Wind Ensemble from his sched-
ule in second semester. 

“I simply loved too many other 
things: science, math, history,” Eng said. 
“My interests were left by the wayside 
in my blind efforts to be A Good Band 
Student.”

In response to a hypothetical situa-
tion similar to Eng’s, Boitz said students 
need to evaluate their schedule seriously 
the year before. 

“Here’s what I think the students 
here do [which] is really bad,” Boitz 
said. “They take on too many things, 
and then they start quitting, [and] they 
have a reputation of being a quitter. Now 
you’ve affected how many other people 
and you’ve wrecked your reputation.” 

Although Eng said he took the wrong 
route by letting down his peers in the 
music program, he said he enjoyed life 
much more after leaving. He had time 
to explore new interests — working on 
coding projects, listening in on Stanford 
computer science lectures and more.

For the students in marching band, 
they understand that the program must 
be a top priority, leaving limited time for 
other activities. Those willing to make 
the commitment, however, believe it’s 
worth it. Even Eng said he remembered 
his time in band positively.

“Band unlocks connections to upper-
classmen no shy freshman would ever 
find,” Eng said. u

As the timer counted down to 
the end of the first quarter dur-
ing the varsity football game on 
Oct. 17, the crowds  in the stands 
focused their attention on prin-
cipal Paul Robinson, who then 
handed the microphone over 
to representatives Eve Santillon 
and  Esther Campos-Ball from 
the Pasadena Tournament of 
Roses Committee.

Santillon announced that the 
Saratoga High marching band has been 
invited to march at the 127th Rose Pa-
rade on Jan. 1, 2016.  

The world-famous Rose Parade, an 
annual, nationally televised festival of 
floats, equestrians and marching bands, 

is performed in Pasadena on 
New Year’s Day. The parade 
follows the Rose Bowl college 
football games.

Top marching bands are in-
vited from all over the world, 
and directors Michael Boitz and 
Jon Pwu “completed a lengthy 
application” that included vid-
eo footage, a resume of the band 
for the past decade and a list of 
the band’s numerous accolades.

As part of the experience, the band 
will participate in the Bandfest at Pasa-
dena City College’s Robinson Stadium. 

The Bandfest is a field show competi-
tion that will take place over three days 
before the parade.

The parade route is 5.5 miles long 
“with a huge 
a u d i e n c e 
through the en-
tire duration” 
and takes about 
two hours. 

Boitz said 
the route is 
much longer 
than the fa-
mous Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade,  
where the band marched back in 2013.

In order to prepare for this long pa-
rade route, the band staff is planning 

more practices for the musicians, which 
will focus on physical conditioning.

The representatives who met with 
Boitz and Pwu before the announcement 

at the football 
game delivered 
a thick binder 
of information 
and expecta-
tions.

To receive 
more informa-
tion about the 
Rose Bowl Pa-

rade, the directors will be going to Pasa-
dena on Dec. 28. The committee will run 
them through logistics as they view this 
year’s parade. u

BY ClaireChou
& GwynevereHunger

Band invited to march in 2016 Rose Bowl Parade
PERFORMANCE

My interests were 
muffled, left by the way-
side in my blind efforts to 
be A Good Band Student.

“

”alumnus Robert Eng

Alumnus Robert Eng, then a junior, stands at set at a Los Gatos street parade in 2012.
Courtesy of ROBERT ENG

Boitz

The Rose Parade, an annual, 
nationally televised festival 
of floats, equestrians and 

marching bands, is performed 
in Pasadena on New Year’s.
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service called Spotlight Education, pop-
ular in the community for tutoring in 
classes like Chemistry Honors and Trig/
Precalc Honors. According to multiple 
students who used the service, Spotlight 
provided old quizzes that proved to be 
identical to the current quizzes students 
took in class.

Senior Meghna Chakraborty, who 
also used the service, said Spotlight 
asked its students to save their old quiz-
zes. When Spotlight was told that these 
quizzes were identical to the ones used 
to test students, Chakraborty said that 
her tutor shrugged it off. 

The Falcon asked several other com-
panies whether they employ similar 
practices, including AJ Tutoring, HS2 
and Spotlight. While it’s likely that 
Spotlight is not the only organization to 
distribute old quizzes, The Falcon was 
unable to find students who saw the 
practice occurring at other companies.

Breck’s story is indicative of a larger 
trend: the use of old quizzes that teach-
ers have passed back as study material. 
The practice of passing on old quizzes 
to younger generations, perpetuated by 
tutoring services, has hurt efforts to en-
courage formative learning, some edu-
cators say. 

“We give back quizzes so that stu-
dents can study from them and learn 
from their mistakes,” said Debra Trox-
ell, math department head. “If a student 
knows that we are going to ask ‘this this 
this and this’ and have the last four years 
of Ms. Troxell’s quizzes, that just defeats 
the whole purpose of learning, period.”

In Breck’s case, he did not tell his 
teacher or inform Spotlight about the 
startling similarities between the quiz-
zes he received for practice and the quiz-
zes he took in class, worried he would 
aggravate the situation.

“Teachers definitely deserve to know 
that information, but it’s 
just really hard for the 
student to come forward 
because they have a lot 
of peer pressure from 
your friends,” Breck 
said. “I don’t have any-
thing against Spotlight 
and I don’t really want 
to get involved in issues 
they have, so I didn’t talk 
about it.”

Tutoring tales
When Breck first 

walked into Spotlight’s 
office on South De Anza 
Boulevard. in the fall of 
his sophomore year, he 
was shocked to find files 
upon files of materials 
from different Saratoga High teachers. 

“They have a database, they have a 
lot of stuff from past classes,” Breck said. 
“Chung Chiang [Spotlight’s mathemat-
ics tutor] has it on his computer, they 
have it for physics and all the maths. 
Chung obviously knew a lot about [a 
particular teacher] because his students 
would come back and tell him stories 
about her and give him quizzes.”

Breck said that while surprising, the 

fact that Spotlight catered its tutoring 
sessions to specific teachers is appealing 
because it allows for more specific and 
directed assistance. During a typical tu-
toring session, Chiang assigned Breck 
and other students practice problems 
from the textbook as well as past quiz-
zes from their teacher.  The sessions are 
$45 to $48 (for an hour and a half) and 
take place after school.

“I don’t think he knew [the teacher] 
would recycle them,” Breck said. “But 
he told us that these were past quizzes, 
and most likely they would be similar so 
[we] might as well just practice them.”

When Breck received the practice 
quiz that turned out to be identical to 
the quiz he took in class, he “didn’t give 
it a second thought.”

“To me a past quiz is just study ma-
terial,” Breck said. “When I got that 
past quiz that was exactly the same as 
the one [our teacher] gave, it’s not like I 
knew that it was an actual quiz.” 

Breck was not the only one to have 
seen quiz problems before the actual 
quiz. Chakraborty, then a sophomore, 
said that Chung had given her past 
quizzes from Troxell’s trig/precalc hon-
ors class. 

She too discovered that some of the 
practice quizzes were identical to the 
real quizzes. Shocked, she and her class-
mates mentioned the similarities to 
Chung, who, according to Chakraborty, 
did not think it was a big deal.

“I knew it was bad, but a bunch of the 
kids were excited because [they] wanted 
to do well in the class,” Chakraborty 
said. “But I was shocked that Chung 
thought he was doing the right thing, 
even after the students told him.”

In fact, Chakraborty said Chung ad-
mitted to asking his previous students to 
save their quizzes, and asked her class to 
do the same. When The Falcon emailed 
Spotlight about the issue, Chung had no 
comment. 

While most sources 
agree that students 
who have had ac-
cess to quiz problems 
have an advantage 
over those who have 
not, whether that ad-
vantage is considered 
cheating and who is at 
fault are debateable. 

Looking back, 
Chakraborty said us-
ing past quiz material 
to study is unethical 
because it creates an 
unfair advantage. 

“Although she 
should know that 
students here are 
very competitive, I 
don’t think Troxell is 

to blame because she is just assuming 
people are moral,” Chakraborty said. “I 
don’t think the students are to blame be-
cause they are just handed the quizzes 
from a company their parents are pay-
ing for.

“I do think the tutoring companies 
are most to blame because they are giv-
ing an unfair advantage to the students. 
So basically you’re paying them for the 
quizzes,” she said.

On the other hand, alumna Sachi Ver-
ma, who went to Spotlight during her 
junior year, said teachers are mostly at 
fault for allowing students to keep old 
quizzes without changing the questions 
for following years. 

“If the teacher gives a student a quiz 
back to keep, it should be free access for 
anyone regardless if the tutor had it be-
fore,” Verma said. “But if the student got 
it illegally, without the teacher’s permis-
sion, and the tutor wants to take these 
quizzes, then that is not OK.”

Breck pointed out that tutoring cen-
ters are not the only ones to perpetuate 
the culture of using quizzes as study ma-
terial. Older siblings or friends may pass 
them down to younger generations, but 
Breck said tutoring centers should be 
held to higher standards.

The Falcon spoke to Spotlight a year 
ago about these accounts, and owner 
Anne Yu’s perspective is represented 
here. (When approached more recently, 
Spotlight declined to comment). 

Yu said that the center structures its 
classes so they are geared to specific 
SHS teachers as a way of helping stu-
dents. For example, she explained, there 
are three SHS teachers for Chemistry 
Honors, and each teaches different ma-
terial at a different pace, which is why 
students in the same class are grouped 
together.

“Actually, from a business perspec-
tive, it’s a very stupid way of doing busi-
ness,” Yu said. “It’s the best way to help 
you to get the best grade you can.”

In regards to acquiring and sharing 

old quizzes, Yu initially denied the prac-
tice, stating that Spotlight has no means 
to acquire quizzes. However, when 
prodded, she said that Spotlight has 
“very old quizzes,” and that she “did not 
know” how many exactly. Yu said that 
unless the teacher or student specifies to 
the tutor otherwise, Spotlight can share 
quizzes that students bring to them.  

“If a student comes to us and says 
they have a problem on this question, 
are we going to help them or we not go-
ing to help them? We make a copy of the 
problem set,” Yu said. 

Yu added that teachers are responsi-
bile for making it clear to students that 
they are not allowed to share quizzes.

“If the teacher doesn’t want the stu-
dent to use a quiz [she gave back], why 
does the teacher give back to the stu-
dents?” Yu said. “If today the teacher 
gave back the quiz and says that you 
cannot share the quiz with anybody or 
anything, then that is a different story.”

Yu also mentioned that past quiz-
zes are no different from other forms of 
practice Spotlight offers because they are 
“public access.” 

“If [the teacher does not specify to 
not share quiz], that’s like public prop-
erty,” Yu said. “Just like if you go online 
and you saw something, you grab it and 
use it, and there is no confidential mark 
there.”

The plight of the teacher
While some students and tutors may 

see past quizzes as public information, 
some teachers do not share the same in-
terpretation. It is easy to point fingers 
at a teacher who reuses questions from 
old quizzes they have handed back, but 
math teachers explained that such a 
seemingly simple fix is not so simple.

Calculus teacher Audrey Warmuth, 
for example, makes up new quizzes 
every year and for every class period 
so that students can take home quizzes 
without compromising the integrity of 
the exam.

“People can be really dishonest, 
which means that every year, I have to 
make up new quizzes,” Warmuth said. 
“Clearly, making up quizzes every year 
takes time, and then you have to make 

up a key, it’s a lot of work. The thing is, 
if you give an exam back, it forces you to 
redo stuff.”

Despite her efforts, Warmuth knows 
that tutoring centers have files for spe-
cific teachers at specific high schools, in-
cluding herself. She finds these tutoring 
center quiz banks “incredibly unfair to 
the students who do not have access to 
them.”

“If your goal is to get a good grade, 
then you probably don’t feel like you’re 
in a moral dilemma,” Warmuth said. 
“But if your goal is to learn, there is a 
moral dilemma there, because the grade 
isn’t reflecting your actual knowledge 
or your actual ability; it reflects the fact 
that you’ve seen the questions before 
and you had the tutor show you how to 
get the exact correct answers and how to 
show your work.”

When asked whether she should stop 
handing back assessments altogether, 
Warmuth said that even that wouldn’t 
stop students or tutoring centers from 
trying to collect questions. Even now 
she observes students wanting to copy 
down test problems in order to show 
their tutor.

Warmuth recalls one time when she 
caught a student copying down prob-
lems (from a test that she didn’t allow 
students to take home) to share with his 
tutor. She was extremely upset, saying, 
“Now my test is also compromised.”  

While no students or tutors inter-
viewed for this story have admitted to 
taking part in acquiring test questions, 
Warmuth thinks it is happening. Simi-
larly, assistant principal Brian Safine 
views such a practice as “unauthorized 
study material” because tests are school 
property. 

Regardless of the type of assessment, 
Safine voiced concerns about teachers 
becoming reluctant to hand back exams, 
undermining the purpose of students 
learning and growing from the mistakes 
they make.

“As a school, we want to view as-
sessments as a learning exercise,” Safine 
said. “We want students to be able to re-
flect back from an [exam] and use it to 
help the teachers know how to improve 
their teaching. If students view tests as 
a chance to hand it over to a tutor or a 
friend, then that undercuts what we’re 
trying to do.”

For Troxell, she was bewildered two 
years ago to see 
a “virgin copy” 
of her quiz in the 
binder of one of 
her students. She 
was even more 
surprised to see 
that there were 
no student mark-
ings on the quiz.

“ S o m e o n e 
had taken the 
time to white 
out the work and 
make this look 
as if they had 
come up with it,” 
Troxell said, with 
wide-open eyes, 
flabbergasted. “But it looks like exactly 
the same font and exactly the same spac-
ing and exactly my same little answer 
box as mine!”

She continued: “So either they hacked 
into my computer and got the original, 
or they took the time — and that would 
have been a lot of time — to make it look 
like they had developed it, so that is 
completely dishonest on their part.” 

Not only is it “dishonest,” accord-
ing to Troxell, she also blames tutoring 
companies for stealing her “intellectual 
property.” Comparing a quiz to an un-
patented computer code, she said she 
doesn’t consider the quizzes handed out 
to students to be in the public domain.

“The purpose of giving back a quiz to 
students is for them to use it to study for 
the test,” Troxell said. “It is intellectual 
property. I don’t make the quizzes so 
that the tutoring company will have an 
easier time tailoring their course because 
a student has me as a teacher.”

Moreover, Troxell found the whole 
practice unnecessary given that teach-

ers get most of their quiz 
questions directly from the 
homework, making it the 
best study material.

“Not 100 percent … 
but most of the test ques-
tions  come from the home-
work,” Troxell said. “So if 
a student does the home-
work, either they’ve seen 
that exact question already 
or something remarkably 
similar.”

Nevertheless, Troxell 
tries her best to change 
quizzes every year, even 
though there is not much 
she can do to make them 
vastly different.

“Anything we give 
back, we have different 
[versions] the next year,” 
Troxell said, “but there’s 
only so many ways you 
can ask how to shift a qua-
dratic [equation].”

AP Physics controversy
The issue of tutoring and 

public access gained special attention 
last year when AP physics teacher Kirk 
Davis discovered that many of his stu-
dents had access to his test problems. All 
the most popular problems from past 
AP tests since 1988 were compiled in a  
PDF document,  “Flipped AP Physics,” 
available free on the Internet. As soon as 
he found out, Davis re-wrote his tests to 
exclude past AP problems.

“I have to assume some of the blame 
because I didn’t know someone had put 
something like that out there,” Davis 
said. “And I was using these questions 
with the intent of giving [students] some 
experience with questions very much 
like what [students] will see in May.”

According to an alumnus who re-
quested to be anonymous and who went 
to Spotlight for AP physics last year as 
a senior, students tutored by Chung 
were assigned problems from the docu-
ment, some of which would appear on 
Davis’s tests. Other students found the 
document from a simple Google search. 
Either way, Davis felt the students with 
access to it gained an unfair advantage. 

“You’re interested in keeping your 
sanity, getting four hours of sleep in-
stead of two, you are going to cut cor-

ners when you 
can,” Davis 
said. “Man, if 
you found a 
way to reduce 
study time to 
one hour, what 
a winner, and 
are you going 
to share that 
with anybody? 
No because the 
curve changes 
… that’s cheat-
ing.”

In regards 
to the role of 
tutoring com-
panies, Davis 

felt that the students deserved the blame 
for not informing him about the similar-
ity between the problems they were be-
ing assigned and his own test problems.

“You can’t tell a tutoring company 
how to do their business. It’s not their 
fault,” Davis said. “But the kid should 
feel a little angel on his shoulder saying, 
‘You should go tell Mr. Davis.’”

When the alumnus discovered the 
commonalities between Chung’s prac-
tice test and Davis’s test, he was sur-
prised, but like Breck, did not tell Davis 
or Chung.

“If [Davis] wanted to test something, 
I assumed he would make his own prob-
lems,” the graduate said.

The alumnus felt that because the 
study material was found online — it 
was one of the first sites to pop up when 
searching “AP Physics practice prob-
lems.” If it happens that the material 
studied appears on the test, he said, the 
student shouldn’t be accused of cheat-
ing.

The alumnus himself did College 

Board tests and was aware of some of 
the problems on the tests already.

“Did that give [me] a leg up? I don’t 
see anything wrong with it,” he said. 
“Davis is fully aware that it is on College 
Board. He admitted it to the class that all 
these problems are old AP test problems. 
And he thinks it’s good practice to do 
those problems, so I did it.”

Furthermore, the alumnus does not 
believe Chung should be blamed for 
assigning his students those practice 
problems because he had no way of 
knowing what was on Davis’s test.  The 
“Flipped AP Physics” resource consists 
of 40 questions per chapter, and Chung 
picked about 15 of them for his students 
to do in order to simulate a real test. The 
alumnus said that Chung chose what he 
thought were the most popular or chal-
lenging problems, and it happened that 
Davis also chose many of these prob-
lems for his test.

“Chung’s doing what he can as a tu-
tor,” the alumnus said. “These questions 
are designed to teach you physics, so 
why would Chung pick problems he 
knows aren’t going to be on Davis’s tests 
if they aren’t going to be as helpful in the 
real world?”

In the end, the alumnus does not 
think anyone is really to blame and that 
the whole incident was just one unfortu-
nate coincidence.

“Chung’s not catering to help us 
cheat; he’s catering to teach us physics,” 
he said. “Davis is doing the exact same 
thing.” 

The competitive edge
Academic integrity has been a chal-

lenge as long as there have been grades 
and with it, competition. Today, the 
precautions against cheating are many: 
academic integrity lectures, color-coded 
tests, a spread-out seating arrangment 
during assessments. But Troxell recalls a 
time when the issue was not so heavily 
scrutinized as it is today.

Several years ago, all assessments, 
quizzes and tests were handed back to 
students to learn from and go over, and 
there were fewer barriers to cheating. 
But eventually the inevitable happened.

“We first started keeping tests many 
years ago when we saw a student of a 
previous calculus teacher who had his 
10 previous tests from the past 10 years. 
I was like ‘WHAT?!’” Troxell said. “We 
were so surprised and mortified.”

After recovering from the initial 
shock, Troxell and the rest of the math 
department decided to stop handing 
back tests for students to keep. But, in 
recent years, Troxell now stumbles upon 
not past tests, but instead past quizzes, 
in the hands of her students. 

“It’s funny because the rest of the 
community seems to be asking why we 
are not giving back quizzes and tests,” 
Troxell said. “It’s just disheartening, that 
somebody else found a way not to be re-
ally cheating, but another way to sharp-
en their elbows, to get ahead of the other 
students.”

Troxell and other math teachers have 

been making an extra effort to create 
an equal playing field among students, 
even if it means having to create mul-
tiple versions of the same quiz for dif-
ferent class periods and different years.

“We are not naïve,” she said. “We 
are hopeful that people will make good, 
ethical decisions. We have faith that a 
lot of kids are, but we realistically make 
three or four versions of the same exam 
because we know this kind of stuff goes 
on.”

Still, creating multiple versions of the 
same exam is similar to putting a ban-
dage over a wound. It may reduce the 
possibility of cheating for the time being, 
but according to Breck, solving the root 
of the problem requires a deeper exami-
nation of school culture. In order to suc-
ceed, Breck said students must “get an 
edge over the subject,” which, in some 
cases, comes in the form of tutoring

“Tutoring has had such a big im-
pact on this community and there are 
so many ways to get around test taking 
and that’s just one ploy to do it,” Breck 
said. “People might take note of it, but 
ultimately nothing is going to change tu-
toring ways. It may be morally wrong, 
but people are still going to do it.”

Troxell remains hopeful that students 
and their parents will make the right de-
cisions. 

“I think it all boils down to people 
can choose who they want to be,” Trox-
ell said. “They can be a dishonest per-
son, get ahead, sharpen their elbows and 
push everyone away, or they can be an 
honest person. And that decision is up to 
every person.” u

Editor’s note: 
 The Falcon first approached Spotlight in 
September of 2013. A group of reporters and 
editors interviewed owner Anne Yu about 
Spotlight’s practice of giving students old 
quizzes as study material. Recently, Spot-
light requested that its quotes be retracted, 
claiming that last year’s interview was for a 
different purpose than the current story. The 
Falcon chose to include the quotes, however, 
because they were part of an on-the-record 
interview and we believe that Spotlight’s 
perspective is vital to consider in this ethi-
cal discussion. In addition, we approached 
Spotlight again this year for updated infor-
mation, but this time, they declined to com-
ment. 
 The story we were planning to publish 
last year (which is the same as our current 
story) was delayed until now largely due to 
the Falcon’s history of contention with Spot-
light and a reporting issue on part of one of 
last year’s editors who has now graduated. 
As such, we waited until now in order to 
avoid an appearance of impropriety and to 
make our reporting as robust as possible. We 
now believe that all sides of the story have 
been represented fairly. Our purpose in writ-
ing this story was to examine the academi-
cally obsessed culture of the community and 
provoke ethical discussions about the role of 
tutoring in the Saratoga community. For a 
more detailed response to Spotlight’s con-
cerns, please visit the opinion section of the 
Falcon’s website. 

      TUTORING: IS USING OLD QUIZZES AS 
STUDY MATERIAL CONSIDERED CHEATING?

“[I] HAD SEEN [MY] VERY 
OWN QUIZZES AND 
MAYBE A TEST OR TWO 
SHOW UP IN THE BINDER 
OF SOMEBODY WHO WAS 
BEING TUTORED... LIKE 
A VIRGIN COPY OF IT.” 
-DEBRA TROXELL

GRAPHIC BY MICHELLE CEN
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“YOU’RE INTERESTED IN KEEPING 
YOUR SANITY, GETTING FOUR HOURS 
OF SLEEP INSTEAD OF TWO, YOU ARE 
GOING TO CUT CORNERS WHEN YOU 
CAN.”
- KIRK DAVIS

GRAPHIC BY MICHELLE CEN
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Alumna Sachi Verma Spotlight owner 
Anne Yu

“If I come from a rich 
family and I can go to 
all the tutoring services 
buy all the prep books 
and get a 2400. Is this 
cheating? It’s an unfair 
advantage.”

 Math head Debra Troxell TH
E 
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“Cheating for 
me is having an 
advantage that 
you got through 
illegal means, 
without someone 
else’s consent.”
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T “I define cheating 
as doing things 
that are unethi-
cal. Looking at a 
teacher’s previous 
quiz is definitely in 
the grey zone”
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New Global Health Club ‘thinks globally, acts locally’

“How can [Stanford] be the 
prevalent medical school in the 
country, and not know what’s 
going on in 98 percent of the 
world outside of [its] communi-
ties?” asked Stanford professor 
Evaleen Jones, medical doctor, 
at the Global Health Club meet-
ing on Oct. 10.

The club, newly created by 
sophomore Alexandria Tso, al-
lows students to learn about 
global health disparities by 
serving international communi-
ties under the guidance of vol-
unteer local medical profession-
als. Meetings will take place on 
Thursdays as needed in adviser 
Kristofer Orre’s room, 1021.

The club plans to work hand 
in hand with Child Family 
Health International (CFHI), a 
nonprofit organization founded 
by Jones in 1992 that offers com-
munity-based global health ed-
ucation programs for students. 

Jones, who is Tso’s family 
doctor and has known Tso since 
she was born, will serve as a 
mentor for the club. She is un-
able to attend most meetings 
but will supervise as many club 
events as possible.

Tso and Jones jointly came 
up with the idea to create the 
club several months ago. After 
outlining the club’s goals and 

projects, they selected club of-
ficers a week before Club Day 
and worked hard to publicize 
the club.

“[The officers and I] had a 
club flyer designed and posted a 
bunch of them around school,” 
Tso said. “We also spammed all 
our friends [to try] to get them 
interested in our club.”

Global Health Club will 
model CFHI’s structure, in 
which students work with med-
ical professionals in internship-
style programs to develop bet-
ter health care for international 
communities. 

But whereas CFHI has al-
ways been limited to college-
level students, Tso and  Jones 
hope to open opportunities for 
high school students.

The club will raise aware-
ness by completing four main 
projects with CFHI: adopting 
a CFHI community, blogging 
on the CFHI platform, recon-
necting with CFHI alumni and 
fundraising. Each project will 
be led by one of the club’s four 
vice presidents.

 Currently, the club is look-
ing to adopt a community in 
Bolivia to aid pregnant teenage 
girls and women there.  

For this project, the club 
will correspond with the com-
munity through CFHI, whose 
bilingual head of operations 
will get to know the leaders 

and locals of the community in 
order to understand what help 
is needed. The club will then 
decide the best way to provide 
assistance.

Members learn about these 
projects at club meetings 
through videos, presentations 
and guest speakers related to 
CFHI. In addition to the lecture 
that Jones gave during lunch on 
Oct. 10, Tso and Jones will coor-
dinate which additional guests 

come throughout the year, in-
cluding professors, doctors, 
medical professionals, students 
in medical school and alumni 
from CFHI. Lectures will not 
necessarily take place during 
club meetings on Thursdays, 
since it is difficult to accommo-
date the speakers.

This year Tso and Jones will 
focus on kickstarting each proj-
ect and spreading the word 
about the club. If the projects 

are successful, they will work to 
expand Global Health Club to 
other schools.

Tso and her officers antici-
pate that the club will be filled 
with interested and committed 
students. The club has already 
attracted about 30 members.

“I’m really excited to work 
with people who have a similar 
interest to me,” Tso said. “I’m 
just really thankful that I’ve 
been given this opportunity.” u

Among 4,428 applicants who sub-
mitted 1,780 research reports or engi-
neering projects for the annual Siemens 
competition, seniors Agastya Gupta 
and Deepti Kannan were named among 
the 300 semifinalists.

According to its website, the nation-
al Siemens competition is “a science re-
search competition for high school stu-
dents [that] seeks to promote excellence 
by encouraging students.” 

In addition, Gupta’s was also one 
of the 60 reports that then advanced to 
regional finals; these winners were an-
nounced on Oct. 20 and were 
rewarded with $1,000 scholar-
ships and bronze medals. For 
the regional competition, Gup-
ta delivered a poster presen-
tation on Nov. 7-8 at the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology, 
where he competed against 
four other individuals in the 
region.

Although Gupta did not 
advance to nationals, the winner, Ruchi 
Pandya from Lynbrook High School, 
will receive a $3,000 scholarship and 
travel  to Washington, D.C., to compete 
at the national level on Dec. 5-8. 

“This competition was a pretty big 
deal for me,” Gupta said. “[I] had to 
submit an 18-page paper and put in a 
lot of work, so it was really exciting to 
become a finalist.”

Gupta created a computer vision al-
gorithm, a software that recognizes im-
ages and patterns to identify the jugu-
lar venous pulse, which is a common 
symptom of heart disease. His goal was 
to make a mobile health solution for 
this diagnosis, which, with his project, 
could now be conducted with a simple 
video of the patient’s neck instead of 
with an expensive, bulky ultrasound 
machine or by a skilled specialist.

In previous years, Gupta has par-
ticipated in the Synopsys Science Fair, 
California State Science Fair and Bio-
GENEius Competition.

“[These science fairs] are all really 
exciting because you see a lot of new 
ideas, meet a lot of new people and get 
a lot of interesting questions about your 
work,” he said. 

Kannan investigated the effects of 
stellar companions on the formation of 
planets outside the Solar System. The 
Kepler mission, launched by NASA in 
March of 2009, discovered several plan-
ets that are much closer to their host 
stars than Mercury is to our sun, chal-
lenging current theories of planetary 

formation.
 Kannan looked at the theory 

that companion stars that are 
gravitationally bound to such 
planetary systems could cause 
these planets to migrate inward. 

“It felt really good [to be a 
semifinalist],” she said. “Sie-
mens taught me a lot about the 
research process and I learned 
so many new things about astro-

physics, a field I did not know too much 
about before working on the project.”

This past summer, Kannan partici-
pated in the 10-week Science Intern-
ship Program at UC Santa Cruz, where 
she conducted her research using the 
telescope at Lick Observatory. Though 
Kannan had not entered a national 
science fair or competition before Sie-
mens, she interned at the University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign in a molec-
ular biology lab the summer after her 
sophomore year. 

“I’m really glad [that I was recog-
nized for my work], but it was more 
about the experience than the honor,” 
Kannan said. “The learning process 
helped me realize my passion for scien-
tific research. It was really rewarding to 
get exposure to how science is done in 
the real world.” u

Seniors honored in Siemens

Gupta

BY EmilyChen
& KatherineSun

CLUBS

SCIENCE COMPETITION

BY LarissaChiu
& KarissaDong

Stanford professor and medical doctor Evaleen Jones speaks at the first meeting of the Global Health Club 
at lunch on Oct. 10. Jones and sophomore Alexandria Tso plan to offer global health education to students.
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As vibrant yard signs began to ap-
pear on front lawns, each with its own 
unique slogan and bolded name vying 
for the attention of pedestrians and driv-
ers, Saratoga residents felt the tension 
rising as the 2014 City Council election 
day rapidly approached on Nov. 4.

The candidates who ran for office this 
year were incumbent mayor Emily Lo, 
Data Center engineer John Chen, Plan-
ning Commission Chairperson Mary-
Lynne Bernald, founder of “Saratoga’s 
Got Talent” Rishi Kumar and Saratoga 
Elementary PTA Board Treasurer Yan 
Zhao. Only three out of these five candi-
dates were elected to a position.

Most candidates hired campaign 
managers, set up multiple meet-and-
greets and attended numerous commu-
nity events to engage with residents. 

“Running a campaign requires a lot 
of commitment and focus,” Lo said. “It 
is important to get your message across 
in a way that voters can understand and 
remember.” 

One of these meet-and-greet events 
took place on Oct. 24, when candidates 
met in the school’s library to talk about 
their missions and pitch their views. This 
experience proved to be helpful to stu-
dents in understanding the work ethic 
and goals of each candidate and let stu-
dents inform their parents on who they 
believe should be elected, said junior 
Daniel Eem, who attended the event.

The candidates who endeavored to 
“fix problems from the root rather than 
the result” made the best impression on 
students, junior Kunal Kathuria said. 

Also, each candidates’ campaign 
managers generally assist them by or-
ganizing each stage of the campaign. 
Normally, the campaign manager is 
someone with prior experience who can 

provide valuable advice.
Each candidate generally orders, 

prints and distributes business cards, 
door hangers, campaign flyers, mailers 
and lawn signs. Most also create Face-
book pages with new slogans, ads, pic-
tures, videos, news and at times, Sara-
toga News Letters to the Editor.

Building a “running network,” by 
finding help and support every step of 
the way, helps candidates “sprint to the 
finish line,” Zhao said. 

According to Bernald, campaigns are 
a way for the candidates to learn to “jug-
gle many balls” and push themselves 
in achieving something that they really 
want, in order to benefit the communi-
ty. The candidates said running for city 
council takes work and can be very time 
consuming, but does have a payoff.

“There is the reward that a random 
person will come up someday and say 
thank you for something the council has 
done for them,” Chen said.

As election drew near, candidates 
pushed themselves as hard as they 
could, never pausing to promote their 
ideas through outreach and media.

“We have a tremendous opportunity 
to be a harbinger of something fantas-
tic,” Kumar said. “That impact can make 
a huge difference in our city for years to 
come.” u

After weeks of uncertainty the mock 
trial team has found a teacher and a 
coach, and now they can begin prepar-
ing even more seriously for the upcom-
ing year. 

The person to step forward 
to host the team on Tuesday 
nights and help coordinate 
the team’s schedule is history 
teacher Matt Torrens with the 
additional support of Dr. Hugh 
Roberts, a retired attorney and 
former teacher at Saratoga 
High. 

Roberts has a great deal of 
experience with mock trial and 
was responsible for the found-
ing of the Santa Clara County Mock 
Trial program as well as the Saratoga 
team that began in 1983. 

He has been helping to coach mock 
trial on and off for around 30 years, 
stepping in to assist faculty members 
when necessary. 

This year, he will be focusing on pre-
trial — involving a debate on the nu-
ances of the Fourth Amendment, which 
protects citizens against unreasonable 
searches and seizures, arbitrary arrests 
and surveillances — and on helping 
ease the team into the new season. 

As a retired attorney, Roberts has 
expertise and knowledge in law that 
greatly benefits the team.

Torrens saw the team was having 
difficulty finding a teacher-coach and 
volunteered his time and classroom. 
Because he has experience from coach-
ing a form of mock trial at a previous 
school, mock trial members are expect-
ing a smooth transition. 

Torrens said the club is “pretty 
much self-run” because of  strong lead-
ers, seniors Max Chang and Michelle 
Luo, but agrees that “[the students]’ll 
need some mentoring that Dr. Roberts 
will provide.”

Returning members said the cap-
tains have been crucial for keeping the 

season going despite the diffi-
culties finding adult leaders.

“It was hard for us to get 
back out there without our 
coaches from last year, but 
[Chang] and [Luo] made it 
happen,” junior Neeki Tah-
massebi said.

Chang has been participat-
ing in mock trial throughout 
his four years at the school and 
has found that the team has 

been “rich with raw, untapped poten-
tial.”

 Chang has invested much of his 
high school career to the activity.

“I guess a part of me wants to help 
develop their talent while sharing my 
passion and enthusiasm for mock tri-
al,” Chang said.

The team held an informational 
meeting late September. Thirty five stu-
dents of all grades attended, including 
both veterans and new students.

An official meeting followed the 
next day. After an introduction by 
Chang, Roberts offered an overview of 
mock trial: its history, what the activity 
entails and general tips for a successful 
season. Students were assigned roles 
for the following week’s auditions. 

Returning member junior Karthik 
Padmanabhan sums up the season as: 
“Different teacher, different room, new 
captains, new people. It’ll be good, it’ll 
be fun.” u

‘Toga on TV’ Monday

Tuesday

New season brings new 
coaches and members

LEFT: Assistant 
principals Kerry 
Mohnike and 
Brian Safine act 
as forgetful stu-
dents during the 
teacher skit.
RIGHT: English 
teacher Ken 
Nguyen dances 
to the “Suits” 
theme song, one 
of the many TV 
theme songs in 
the skit.

LEFT: Freshman Ishana Narayanan dances 
to the song “Bang Bang.”
RIGHT: Freshmen Christine Schultz and 
Jaijit Singh serve as anchors for the KRON 
4 newscast. 

MOCK TRIAL

BY CassandraKing
& IsabelleTseng

Campaigns spread ideas 
CITY COUNCIL

BY AllisonLin
& AmiNachiappan

1

2
Wednesday3

LEFT: The sophomore class dances in a 
group in the center of the quad. 
RIGHT: Sophomores Peter Vandervort, Saya 
Sivaram and Ethan Barthell make up the 
Red Team in the Food Network themed skit.

THE FALCON RECAPS EACH 
DAY OF HOMECOMING WEEK 

Thursday4

LEFT: Junior Gabby Fontanilla shakes her 
hips to the song “Take a Hint.”
RIGHT: Junior Marcus Emery enters on a 
go-kart as Nickelodeon character Jimmy 
Neutron. 

Friday5

LEFT: Senior Priyanka Pradhan moves to the “Wizards of 
Waverly Place” theme song. 
RIGHT: The class of 2015 danced in the finale to the song 
“We’re All in This Together” from “High School Musical.” 
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Chang

Candidates
Emily Lo, John Chen, Mary-Lynne Bernald, 
Rishi Kumar and Yan Zhao

Election results
Wining candidates: Emily Lo, Mary-Lynne 
Bernald and Rishi Kumar

City Council Candidates
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Students like Tsai are used to “high 
levels of responsiveness,” Safine said, 
something many private schools pride 
themselves on.

Likewise, senior Tesia Sun, who plans 
to major in business, said private schools 
have stronger 
programs geared 
toward specific 
areas of study. 

These schools 
often also have 
good networks 
providing her 
with more op-
portunities to ac-
complish her goals.

“A good number of public schools 
don’t specialize in [business],” Sun said. 
“While UCLA and UC Berkeley have 
good programs, [schools like] UC Davis 
don’t even have [specific business pro-
grams].”

Yet, not all seniors are applying to 
more privates schools than publics. 

Senior Uma Kumar is happy with her 

decision to apply to just public schools.
Kumar’s choice was most affected by 

the experiences of her family members, 
all of whom have gone to public schools. 

Although she did look at private 
schools, she said she “didn’t really feel a 
connection with any of them.”

For these reasons, Kumar wishes to 
take advantage of the UC system, since 
she wants to stay in California.

“All the top-tiered UCs or really any 
of them are good 
schools,” Kumar 
said. “They are just 
like any other univer-
sity, but a cheaper op-
tion.”

Likewise, for Ku-
mar, choosing to 
apply to all public 
school was not a dif-

ficult decision because she does not have 
her major set in stone and thus does not 
feel obligated to look for major-specific 
programs that many private schools of-
fer. 

Although looking to go into social sci-
ences, Kumar plans to start school with 
an undeclared major.

“I don’t have to look for an intense 
private school that has a specific pro-

gram just for me,” Kumar said “It’s 
easier because I can figure out my major 
later.” 

Although Kumar recognizes that 
schools like Stanford may offer unri-
valed internship opportunities, she 
thinks public schools can offer similar 
resources to students.

“If you look for [connections and op-
portunities]: the people, the programs 

you do, public schools can be just as 
great as any private school,” Kumar said. 
Since the public schools are cheaper than 
most private schools, cost is a major fac-
tor for some students. 

As much as Tsai likes the benefits 
that come with private schools, he said 
he won’t go to one of these institutions 
unless he receives a strong financial aid 
package. u

P.J. Yim and Meghan Pickett’s classes 
did not have a preview of the final and 
were enraged by this unfair advantage. 

“A lot of our grades in Yim were go-
ing through a downslide, and then sud-
denly the Alapont students got a push 
and that’s not fair,” sophomore Rachel 
Won said. “You’re not supposed to vio-
late the academic integrity.”

For their part, both Yim 
and Pickett didn’t learn 
about this incident until the 
third day of finals week. 

In compensation for the 
unfair advantage given to 
Alapont’s students, the two 
teachers agreed to curve their 
students’ finals substantially.

Because of this incident, 
the math department is now 
conducting more frequent meetings to 
discuss their policies concerning test 
materials.

 According to Yim, all the teachers 
had different policies regarding return-
ing tests based on their “individual 
comfort level,” since there wasn’t “a 
universal rule” that prevented teach-
ers from giving the assessments back 
to students. 

Now these policies are decided 

upon based on a majority vote, which 
helps eliminate the confusion and in-
equality that exists when math teach-
ers all have their own unique testing 
policies.

“Aside from last year’s [leaking of 
the final], which was an individual 
person not going with the flow of the 
department, Saratoga does its best to 
meet with each other and be on the 
same page,” Yim said. 

 The outcome of these meetings 
helped to align the policies in each 

math course. 
For instance, all Algebra 2 

Honors teachers now allow stu-
dents to keep both quizzes and 
tests, while only quizzes are re-
turned in Trig/Pre-Calc H for 
students to keep with no excep-
tions. 

Yim said these returned tests 
and quizzes allow students to 
use them not only as “assess-
ment tools, but also as learning 

tools.” 
Pickett said she has always allowed 

students to keep their tests at her pre-
vious school and thinks there are few 
disadvantages.  

Besides creating new test material 
every year and not having the option 
to compare tests scores from the previ-
ous years, Yim and Pickett agree that 
returning tests is the more beneficial 
option for their students’ education. u

Alumna Maggie Sun attends a Oct. 10 Stanford football game against Washington State.
              Courtesy of MAGGIE SUN
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It’s a Sunday afternoon, and in a mu-
sic hall, freshman Michelle Lee has her 
flute to her lips performing a Beethoven 
symphony with about 50 other musi-
cians. 

While one would think she would be 
playing in the school’s band, she is actu-
ally playing flute for the Wind Ensemble 
2 in California Youth Symphony.

Lee is one of the many of students 
who decided to participate in out-of-
school symphonies or music groups, 
because of schedule conflicts and their 
desires to perform at a higher level.

Lee said she chose not to do band be-
cause she “wanted to experiment with 
other electives before placing a lot of 
commitment toward band.” 

Most students in symphonies believe 
they are beneficial because they intro-
duce new styles and music levels to mu-
sicians. 

Lee said the higher levels of difficulty 
allowed her to “get a wider scope of mu-
sic.”

Other students enjoy the experience 
of participating in groups outside of 
school, but 
also remain 
in band. 
Sophomore 
c l a r i n e t -
ist Bryan 
Wong par-
t i c i p a t e s 
in both 
the wind 
section of 
the Phil-
h a r m o n i c 
Orchestra 
in San Jose 
Youth Symphony and the band program.

“Marching band is an opportunity to 
bond and march together with a close-
knit group of friends,” Wong said. “The 

symphony is a more refined musical ex-
perience, and places a much greater fo-
cus on playing skill.”

Wong also has taken part in one of 
the school’s orchestra groups, the Sara-

toga Phil-
h a r m o n i c 
Orchestra, 
though the  
music was 
“relatively 
easy,” ac-
cording to 
Wong.

O t h e r s 
prefer sym-
p h o n i e s 
outside of 
school be-
cause they 

are usually composed of musicians who 
share comparable skill levels. 

Freshman Charin Park, who plays 
flute in the Wind Ensemble 2 in Califor-

nia Youth Symphony, said she “chose to 
be in a symphony because [she] could 
practice with a group of people who are 
roughly at the same skill level as [her].”

Despite these benefits, most say the 
biggest drawback is the time commit-
ment required for off-campus orches-
tras. Depending on different sympho-
nies, practice times range from three to 
four hours a week. Additionally, stu-
dents may have to travel long distances 
to San Jose or even San Francisco.

Wong added that other events, such 
as SATs or sports, can conflict with the 
symphony’s rehearsal practices and con-
certs. 

Even with the drawbacks of groups 
like symphonies, most students claim 
that the overall experience of the sym-
phony is rewarding. 

“Overall, I think participating in a 
symphony has been a great experience 
and I will definitely continue on with it,” 
Wong said. u

“

”

The symphony is a 
more refined experience 
with a greater focus on 
playing skill.

sophomore Bryan Wong

Musicians participate in groups outside of school
BY EricSze

On Oct. 15, instead of attending 
school, upperclassmen in the Media Arts 
Program (MAP) spent the day in beauti-
ful San Francisco and Alcatraz Island.

MAP juniors traveled to Alcatraz to 
visit learn more about Chinese immigra-
tion to America. 

The students have been reading 
“Thousand Pieces of Gold”  by Ruth-
anne Lum McCunn, a story about Chi-
nese immigration in the 19th century.

“My favorite spot that we visited was 
the abandoned hospital that Mr. Torrens 
took us to,” junior Jennifer Chen said. 
“Other visitors wrote all over the walls 
and we did too.”

Along with the abandoned hospital, 
the juniors also visited the immigration 
station, which had many poems carved 
into the walls. 

Chen thought the field trip to Alca-
traz helped enhance what she was learn-
ing in class.

While the juniors were visiting Al-
catraz, the seniors spent the day in San 
Francisco’s financial district. 

The seniors took a tour around the 
Federal Reserve and learned about the 

its role in controlling inflation. This 
complimented what students learned in 
economics.

In addition to visiting the Federal Re-
serve, the seniors also spent three hours 
filming around the city, asking people 
what made them happy. 

This project relates to what students 
are learning in AP Language; they just 
read the book “Brave New World” by 
Aldous Huxley, which explores the 
question of happiness is.

The seniors talked to many people 
from different socioeconomic statuses, 
ranging from businessmen to homeless 
people. 

One of the questions asked was 
whether money can buy happiness; al-
most everyone interviewed said it can’t.

“It was a great opportunity to learn 
more about different perspectives,” se-
nior Rebecca Lee said. “It was interest-
ing to find that everyone agreed that you 
don’t have to make a lot of money to be 
happy.”

Both the seniors and juniors agreed 
that they enjoyed their field trip.

“I loved being able to work indepen-
dently with my group and explore the 
city,” Lee said. u

Pickett

MAP explores San Francisco
BY CatherineTang

Since the public schools 
are cheaper than most 
private schools, cost is 
a major factor for some  

students.

YOUTH SYMPHONY

FIELD TRIP
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BY StephanieTing
& EileenToh

One of our most basic rights is our 
right to access public records. It never 
occurred to us that our school leaders 
would not produce what should be pub-
lic information in response to our inqui-
ries.

For the Sept. 26 issue, two Falcon 
staffers, junior Vibha Seshadri and soph-
omore Stefanie Ting (one of the writers 
of this story), contacted Jane Marashian, 
administrative assistant to district su-
perintendent Bob Mistele, for informa-
tion about our story on students who 
transferred from Saratoga High to Los 
Gatos High.

 In our email, we inquired about the 
previously instituted transfer policy 
that was enforced in 2011-12 school year 
and repealed last year, which prohibited 
Saratoga students from switching into 
LGHS.  In addition, we asked about the 
number of transfers that Los Gatos re-
ceived from SHS last year.

Marashian responded to the first 
question regarding the transfer policy 
but refused to disclose the number 
of transfers. Determined to receive 
these details, we sent another email to 
Marashian, stressing that the data make 
our story as accurate as possible.

In her email response, Marashian 
wrote, “I’m not able to provide the data 
you’re requesting,” giving no further ex-
planation. 

From the district’s responses (or lack 
of), it is apparent that our rights under 
the State Open Record Law to free in-
formation were disregarded. Since the 
school is obviously a public agency, 
these numbers held in the school’s re-
cords are no more confidential than the 
number of students attending either Los 
Gatos or Saratoga High School.

Students, their parents and any other 
member of the community should be 
able to freely access public information, 
even if it’s inconvenient or doesn’t pres-
ent the district in the best possible light. 

Fighting for the right to public infor-
mation often requires legal help, and not 
many school newspapers have attorneys 
working for them the way major news-
papers do. We were, however, able to 
contact Adam Goldstein, student attor-
ney advocate of the Student Press Law 
Center (SPLC), for 
advice. We asked 
him whether the 
number or demo-
graphics of the 
transfers were pri-
vate and whether 
the district’s fail-
ure to disclose 
such information 
violated any of 
our rights.

His response: 
“That information 
[number of trans-
fers] should be 
made public. The 
only way [the ad-
ministration] can 
withhold informa-
tion is if they think 
an average person 
in the community 
would be able to 
identify which individuals they were 
talking about.”

We sought numbers in order to inves-
tigate a trend, not to attack individuals. 
Moreover, through other means, we dis-
covered and talked to a number of these 
transfers, who were sources in our story, 
without data from the administration.

The district’s refusal to hand over in-
formation was not a one-time-only situ-

ation. More recently, we tried to pursue 
a story on how many white students 
are transferring out of highly competi-
tive districts, specifically the Los Gatos-
Saratoga Union High School District 
(LGSUHSD) and Fremont Union High 
School District (FUHSD).

This phenomenon, known as “White 
Flight,” gained attention in a 2011 Wall 
Street Journal article titled “The New 
White Flight.” Focusing on Monta Vista 
High School, the paper interviewed ad-

ministrators and 
many white par-
ents who were 
pulling their chil-
dren out of the 
school, some even 
moving out of the 
community, due 
to the rising aca-
demic standards 
ostensibly set 
by the growing 
Asian-American 
student popula-
tion. 

In order to ana-
lyze this trend at 
our own school 
and in the local 
community, we 
emailed princi-
pals Paul Robin-
son from SHS and 
Bryan Emmert 

from Fremont High School and again 
contacted Marashian and Mistele. 

We asked the administrations for 
numbers disclosing the demographics of 
the transfers between schools in each of 
the districts. Within a day, Robinson and 
Emmert replied to our questions.  

Although Emmert confirmed that 
there were large percentages of whites, 
Hispanics and Asians attending Fre-

mont High School, he found our emails 
offensive, even though Goldstein ap-
proved them before they were sent. He 
accused us of framing the question to 
imply that Fremont is not an academi-
cally strong school and “[took] umbrage 
at the underlying and [supposedly] 
faulty assumptions of the question that 
schools and [FUHSD] have students ac-
tively moving away from them.”

Even if he was justified in this reac-
tion, it seems that Emmert is simply 
avoiding the question. 

Similarly, Robinson emailed: “I really 
can’t answer your questions because 
I don’t know if your assumptions are 
even close to factual. Sorry.”

The whole point of the inquiry, how-
ever, was to determine whether the 
trend is factual at Saratoga. We never 
meant to assume that this claim was true 
and were only basing the questions on 
the story by the Wall Street Journal, a re-
spectable publication.

Goldstein said that the fact that the 
administrators were unwilling to re-
veal such numbers implies that there is 
something they are hiding. In fact, the 
enrollment and demographics of Sara-
toga High can easily be found on Data-
Quest on the LGSUHSD website — why 
should the number or demographics of 
transfers be any more confidential?

The strong reaction we received could 
have been a product of confusion. The 
administration may not have known 
that they were allowed to disclose the 
statistics and may have mistaken it as 
private data. This information should be 
made available to students.

If indeed “White Flight” is a reality, 
the issue could bring about discussions 
of our school’s culture and ways to im-
prove imbalances. And if the numbers 
reveal no such trend, that ought to be 
known too. u

 DENIED

DISTRICT FAILS TO RECOGNIZE REPORTERS’ RIGHTS TO FREE INFORMATION

“If it’s the law, then 
I say we have a 
right to access that 
information. Race 
shouldn’t matter.”

junior Aakash Thumaty

Should stats 
on transfers 
be public?

sophomore Raina Kolluri junior Naveed Riaziat

“Even if the info 
could make the 
school look bad, it 
looks worse when 
they openly censor.”

“No. Distinguishing 
racial trends in Sara-
toga only splits the 
school and furthers 
racism.”

togatalks

What is FOIA?
The U.S. Freedom of Information Act pro-
tects citizens’ rights to access information 
held by the federal government. Each state 
passes their own information protection 
laws. In California, this is the California 
Public Records Act, backed by Proposi-
tion 59. 

The investigation
The reporters emailed school and distrcit 
administrators from SHS, LG, Fremont 
High School and Monta Vista High School 
in order to investigate the “white flight” 
trend occuring in highly competitive 
school districts, only to be turned back. 

Student access to statistics

bigideaTH
E

ACCESS
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FOURTHPERIOD The Harker School, a well-respected 
but expensive private school in San 
Jose, holds a “Research Symposium,” 
an annual program designed to “show-
case the discoveries of Harker’s young 
scientists and alumni” and “celebrate 
Silicon Valley’s innovative spirit,” ac-
cording to the school’s website. Harker 
students of all grades attend the event, 
which includes talks by Siemens and 
Intel ISEF (International Science and 
Engineering Fair) competitors as well 
as student workshops on technical 
writing, research competitions and in-
ternships.

This internal assistance at Harker, 
whose science department teachers 
also act as mentors for student research, 
hugely affects its student participation 
and success in renowned science fairs 
like the Siemens and Intel competi-
tions. In 2012, for example, 11 Harker 
students were Intel semifinalists, while 
only one SHS student qualified. 

Saratoga High, despite being a high-
ly STEM-focused school and one of the 
best public schools in the nation, lacks 
Harker’s support system. While some 
students have experience from years of 
participating in regional and state sci-
ence fairs, others who are interested but 
lack this experience tend to be discour-
aged, especially since the school offers 
no official guidance.

Most participants’ projects and re-
search process are closely monitored 
by parents or mentors, according to 
sophomore Michelle Xu, who placed 
fourth in the California State Science 
Fair last year. Though high school is a 
time for students to develop indepen-
dent working skills, having a mentor 
does not mean that these contestants 

become wholly reliant on aid; a men-
tor guides students and exposes them 
to the research process in the real world 
of science.

For freshman Amith Galivanche, 
who attended Redwood Middle School 
and has participated in science fairs 
since seventh grade, his middle school 
science teacher Jason Robertson offered 
to help him with his project. Robertson 
checked in with him every now and 
then and was a source of good advice, 
Galivanche said.

However, not every student has this 
kind of access to help or even knows 
about these contest opportunities. 

“Our students are so bright and ca-
pable of doing well at science fairs,  
and they deserve support [from the 
school],” said Galivanche, who has 
competed in the Synopsys Silicon Val-
ley Science and Technology Champion-
ship as well as the California State Sci-
ence Fair.

Those who are unfamiliar with sci-
ence fair procedures often face diffi-
culties with tight deadlines and over-
whelming workloads. For example, the 
Siemens Competition opens registra-
tion on May 1 and requires that stu-
dents submit a research report up to 18 
pages and multiple other forms by the 

contest deadline of Sept. 30. 
According to assistant principal 

Brian Safine, a class called Advanced 
Science Research was offered in Febru-
ary of 2013 as a potential class for the 
2013-2014 school year. The course was 
designed to provide support and men-
toring for students who wanted to re-
search science topics, he said, and those 
students would also be able to conduct 
further research for science fair proj-
ects. Sadly, the class was not offered 
because of a lack of sign-ups.

Since this approach hasn’t worked, 
an informal program could be set up 
for students interested in science fairs. 
At the very least, the school should 
designate a specific teacher to aid con-
testants. Of course, this teacher would 
deserve to be compensated in the same 
way that a coach is for the extra time 
spent helping students outside of the 
school day. 

Though Saratoga High lacks the 
funds of a private school like Harker, it 
is capable of offering much more sup-
port to prospective participants than it 
currently does. Considering the signifi-
cant amount of planning involved in the 
process, one of the top public schools in 
the nation should provide more help to 
its science fair participants. u

It’s silent and empty and dead. It sells 
wooden owls, bridal gowns and snails. 

From its overly specialized and fu-
tile stores to its unsuccessful marketing 
plans, Saratoga’s downtown is weighed 
down by its ineffective and often overly 
posh entertainment and food options.

According to the article “Turning 
Around Downtown: Twelve Steps to 
Revitalization” from The Brookings In-
stitution, towns like Saratoga should not 
focus on the typical suburban develop-
ment that puts “car-friendly access and 
parking” as the priority. 

These initiatives only “financially 
perform well in the short-term.” Instead, 
downtowns should strive to become a 
“walkable urbanism,” areas that are aes-
thetically pleasing and offer a diverse 
selection of entertainment. 

Efforts to “beautify” Saratoga’s 
downtown are already in place, as seen 
in the Village Enhancement Project that 
is renovating the existing architecture 
and adding more vegetation. These ad-
ditions help to improve downtown’s 
appearance. When it comes to entertain-
ment, however, the downtown is tre-

mendously lacking.
According to The Brookings Institu-

tion entertainment in downtown should  
be able to occupy people for four to six 
hours. By refocusing its audience, down-
town should diversify entertainment 
beyond the restaurants and cafes — the 
only exceptions in downtown’s culture 
of stagnancy — to the rest of the busi-
nesses.   

H i g h - q u a l i t y 
restaurants such 
as La Fondue, The 
Basin and Bai Tong, 
each rated with 
four stars on Yelp, 
generate some of 
the most foot traf-
fic in downtown. 
At the same time, these expensive res-
taurants also fail to attract many poten-
tial customers, who are unable to afford 
gourmet food on a weekly basis. 

Wildwood Market, a small conve-
nient store located across the street from 
Starbucks for a year, closed down mainly 
due to its expensive offerings such as $7 
sandwiches. Residents choose to drive 
10 minutes to Safeway rather than stop 
by at the local market.  

Another problem arises from the 
stores scattered in between these restau-
rants that fail to attract customers and 
limit downtown’s popularity. Most of 
these stores carry outdated and useless 
knick knacks or are too specialized, mar-
keting only to a small portion of poten-
tial customers.

The Barn Owl, for instance, sells 
eclectic decorations such as glass-blown 

figures costing 
up to $60. While 
the shop may 
suit a touristy 
area, where the 
overpriced and 
somewhat futile 
products fit right 
in, it doesn’t add 

much to our downtown.
For Saratoga’s downtown to revive it-

self, it needs to bring in stores that meet 
the general public’s demands, or even 
better, appeal to young people. After all, 
Saratoga High is just down the street.

Incorporating more upbeat, mod-
ernized and cheaper food options is a 
simple solution to meet these demands 
because restaurants attract younger cus-
tomers that will inadvertently promote 

their products on social media.
Yolatea is one of the few stores that 

has remained stable in downtown be-
cause of its appeal to younger consum-
ers with its more reasonable prices, wide 
selection of sweet treats and modern 
ambiance. 

The success found in food destina-
tions such as Yolatea can be attributed 
to their smart marketing tactics, which 
should also be applied to events such as 
the farmer’s market held every Wednes-
day afternoon at downtown. 

The Saratoga Village Farmer’s Mar-
ket has been opened for the past few 
years, but it still attracts relatively few 
customers. 

Perhaps because of a lack of publicity, 
many residents are not motivated to at-
tend this event. 

Sending out email reminders or even 
putting out signs and flyers is not only 
cost effective but would also gain more 
customers in downtown.

Focusing on strong marketing plans 
will give Saratoga’s Downtown the op-
portunity to revitalize its moribund at-
mosphere and ultimately create an area 
the entire community, young and old, 
can enjoy. u

Support would foster science projects

Downtown should be less upscale, more upbeat
BY RachelZhang
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The Saratoga Falcon staff voted 35-2  in support of the editorial. 
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MICHELLE CEN

Incorporating more upbeat 
and cheaper food options 
is a solution to meet the 
demands of downtown. 

“I wish it was slight-
ly more commercial. 
I also think that they 
can do a better job 
publicizing events.” 

junior Nandita Mohan

What do 
you want 
to see in 
Downtown?

junior Jennifer Poo junior Lauren Plesse

“Seeing that the 
high school is near 
by, there should be 
cheaper and faster 
restaurants.”

“It should be more 
like Los Gatos, 
which has clothing 
shops and an Apple 
store.”

togatalks
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Examining the extracurricular rat race
BY IsabelleTseng

When Club Day took place in late 
September, students attended for two 
primary reasons: first, the free food; 
second, the unending search for appli-
cation-boosting extracurricular activi-
ties. For their first meeting, many clubs 
— such as speech and debate, science 
club and math club — were flooded with 
new members hoping for something to 
strengthen their resume. 

Mock trial is a good example of this 
trend. Last year, multiple students quit 
after they didn’t make the varsity team, 
saying that it was pointless since a JV 
position wouldn’t impress colleges. This 
year, several understudies who made 
the cut have nonetheless failed to show 
up to practices, which suggests that they, 
like last year’s quitters, have decided 
non-varsity participation is not worth 
their time.

Once simply done for fun, extracur-
riculars have now become a rat race 
competition. Students compete to get 
involved with what they perceive as ap-
plication-boosting activities and obsess 
over whether certain activities will help 
or hurt their chances of being accepted 
into their dream college. 

Yet opinions differ on what colleges 
actually want. Should students take 
more extracurriculars or focus on being 
outstanding in the few activities they do 
choose? Or, alternatively, should they fo-
cus on pursuits directly related to their 
planned major or future career?

This suggested answer was posted 
on College Confidential’s online forum 

for college applicants: “It doesn’t matter 
what extracurricular you choose to do as 
long as you get regional or national rec-
ognition for it.”

At first sight, it seems to be a reason-
able statement. After all, anyone can join 
a non-cut sports team. Isn’t it more note-
worthy if you participate at the regional 
or national level?

Looking deeper, though, this truism 
doesn’t seem quite right. 

First, there is the inequality of effort. 
Some are born with innate ability; others 
work hard and improve until they are on 
par with their more naturally talented 
peers. 

Take the case of sophomore cross 

country runner Alice Bian. At the begin-
ning of middle school, Bian had a 9:42 
mile time. By the end of her freshman 
year, she was running a 6:07 mile.

 Bian is by no means the fastest on the 
team, but she practices hard and con-
tinues to improve. Eventually, Bian will 
likely surpass talented but lazier runners 
who make little or no personal progress. 
Therefore, the effort and commitment 
put into improving should have more 
significance, not just for her but also for 
admissions officers. 

Second, not all extracurriculars come 
with honors or opportunities for special 
recognition. Many clubs, for example, 
are simply shared interest groups. These 

often get a bad reputation, since some 
students start them to boost applications 
and don’t put much effort into maintain-
ing the actual club. These students are 
simply wasting their time; these sham 
clubs produce neither useful skills nor 
fond memories.

On the other hand, sincere “for fun” 
clubs do still have value. Students can 
still learn valuable life lessons and gain 
amazing memories from a year in Culi-
nary Club or Amazing Movie Club. The 
things teenagers take away from even 
ordinary experiences can be more pro-
found and long-lasting than whatever 
little they retain from an extracurricular 
they have no interest in.

In addition, a participant’s plans for 
the future should also matter. Many 
students choose activities with little or 
no connection to their interests or ca-
reer plans. A future art history major, 
for instance, will have little practical 
need for robotics skills. It’s possible that 
the student has a personal interest in 
the activity — in which case, of course 
they should participate — but students 
should not choose activities solely for 
the sake of college applications.

Think about how you want to re-
member your high school years, when 
they become “back then.” Do you really 
want them to have consisted of awful 
extracurriculars you suffered through to 
boost your applications? Surely not — 
most people would rather have happy 
memories of fun times they had, of ac-
tivities they enjoyed whether or not they 
helped them write what may be consid-
ered a better college essay. u

Guardian angels: Not a task from heaven

It’s a longstanding tradition: Senior 
football players begin their season with a 
“guardian angel” cheerleader watching 
over them. The designated varsity cheer-
leader supports each player and wishes 
them luck by giving them a weekly gift, 
often home-baked goods, before every 
home game. This year, the girls were 
angels for five home games and the Los 
Gatos away game.

Due to a smaller number of senior 
players, only the senior cheerleaders 
were angels this year. The players fill 
out papers requesting  treats they like at 
the beginning of the season so the girls 
have something to use as a reference. Af-
ter their guardian angels are revealed at 
the end of the season, the players thank 
them by serving the cheerleaders a group 
lunch and giving them each a small gift. 
Yet this one-time fa-
vor returned by the 
players is hardly 
reciprocal consid-
ering the time and 
effort the girls put 
into their presents 
throughout the en-
tire season.

While many 
cheerleaders enjoy 
the tradition and 
have no problem 
with it, others aren’t thrilled with the 
obligation to regularly give up their 
Thursday nights to bake fresh brownies. 
According to one cheerleader, the girls 
have turned to store-bought treats for a 
majority of the home games this year, as 
the obligation to bake on school nights 
is time-consuming and stressful when 
added to the girls’ busy schedules. 

For their part, cheerleaders see them-
selves as another sport team, and sport 

teams are not a service that exist to sup-
port another sport team. The baking ob-
ligation also brings up gender inequal-
ity. Looking at the bigger picture, the 
cheer team already only focuses mainly 
on cheering for male sports, specifically 
football and basketball.

Recently, numerous incidents con-
cerning gender equality have occurred. 
The concern about rape on college cam-
puses, the recent passage of California 
Senate Bill 967 and all the hoopla over 
Ray Rice and athlete indulgences, espe-
cially regarding the treatment of wom-
en, emphasizes the need for schools to 
ensure equal treatment of boys and girls. 
Unfortunately, the gender gap is only 
widened by a distinctly 1950s activity 
like the guardian angels.

The gifts are always dropped off in 
the office on Friday mornings to ensure 
anonymity, and the boys come pick them 

up during 
the day. 
T h o u g h 
most foot-
ball play-
ers express 
their grati-
tude, some 
cheerlead-
ers hate 
the pres-
sure to 
bake or 

buy exceptional treats that vary from 
week to week because the players have 
high expectations and tend to compare 
their gifts. 

Comparing gifts with one another, 
instead of appreciating what they are 
given, implies that some football players 
expect cheerleaders to essentially serve 
them with the best possible treatment. 
This is very concerning because it deep-
ens the gap already present between 

gender stereotypes.
Two varsity cheerleaders told me they 

try to give the players gifts of equal val-
ue. Even then, the boys still compare and 
say some are better than others. These 
two cheerleaders said most of the play-
ers don’t seem grateful and don’t even 
hide their disappointment or approval 
when some cheerleaders are right there.

The players said they do their best to 
thank the cheerleaders for what they do, 
and they try to offer sincere apprecia-
tion.

While this guardian angel activity is 
a way for the teams to bond, the invest-
ment of effort and time between the two 
is imbalanced. 

In other co-ed sports, teams have “se-
cret buddy” systems before their games, 
in which a player gives gifts to someone 
throughout the season while also receiv-
ing gifts from their own secret buddy. In 
contrast, the guardian angel activity is a 
one-way exchange and should be altered 
so that football players also provide gifts 
to cheerleaders in a balanced exchange. 
This way, the obligation to prepare a gift 
is not sexist or devaluing to anyone. 

Also, the girls have cheer competi-
tions in the winter and spring. Some 
cheerleaders have said they would ap-
preciate some treats on the Fridays be-
fore these performances. The football 
players could provide treats for even just 
one of these — and it would go a long 
way in promoting equality.

Both parents and students have ex-
pressed their concern about the mes-
sage that this tradition spreads to girls 
about their gender obligations, as well 
as boys on their attitude and treatment 
of females. 

Even parents who do not have kids 
on the cheer team were concerned when 
informed of this system. Some said the 
guardian angels tradition sends a mes-
sage that women should fit into the 
mold of a homemaker.

Cheerleaders understand how im-
portant their encouragement is to foot-
ball players and are glad they can help 
to raise spirit. The boys who are grateful 
and give good gifts in response make it a 
great tradition. The girls would be hap-
py to continue the tradition, but would 
like to be appreciated for it. u

BY AllisonLin

MICHELLE CEN

MICHELLE CEN

While “guardian angel” may 
be a way for cheerleaders and 
football players to bond, the 
investment of effort and time 

between the two  teams is 
very imbalanced.

CHEERLEADERS’ GIFTS FOR FOOTBALL TEAM BECOME AN EXPECTED SERVICE
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Blogger embraces 
online community

Scrolling through endless gifs 
of TV scenes and pictures of na-
ture encompassed by the dark 
“Tumblr” blue background, ju-
nior Claire Leung reblogs post 
after post, a process that has 
quickly become a daily routine. 
Under the handle “emotions-
bye,” Leung receives around 
2,000 notes per day on her posts.

“I can spend any-
where from minutes to 
hours on end [on Tum-
blr],” Leung said. “It’s 
come to the point where 
I’ve gotten faster at hit-
ting reblog and learned 
all the keyboard short-
cuts.”

As Leung updates 
content on her blog,  
emotionsbye.tumblr.
com, these posts show up on 
thousands of users’ dashboards. 
Leung has gained more than 
over 14,400 followers in about 
five years.

Upon opening Leung’s blog, 
viewers see a simplistic white 
background behind two col-
umns of cute, funny and relat-
able photos and gifs. A music 
player and header that reads 
“forever yours,” and a sidebar 
lines the edge of the window, 
which portrays a picture and in-
troduction of herself.

While Leung describes her 
blog as “personal,” meaning that  
her content draws from all blog 
types depending on her mood, 
she believes her blog would also 
fall under what is considered 
the “hipster continent.”

Throughout the course of 
her time on Tumblr, Leung has 
gone through various types of 
content, posting portrait nature 
photos, black and white gifs of 
celebrities and food photosets.

“I’ve gone through phases 
like ‘hipster,’ ‘photography’ and 
‘quality,’” Leung said. “At the 
end, I think personal is the best 
[description of my blog], be-
cause it’s more fun this way, and 
I don’t feel obligated to post any 
specific content.”

Leung created her blog after a 
friend introduced her to Tumblr 
in eighth grade. She was able to 
publicize her site by connecting 
with bloggers through Tumblr 
networks, groups in which users 
promote each other to help gain 

viewers.
The biggest network Leung 

is a part of is “Wallflowers,” 
through which many of her 
followers found her. Leung be-
lieves the administrators of the 
network chose the name because 
it alludes to “shy or unnoticed” 
people as in the book “The Perks 
of Being a Wallflower” by Ste-
phen Chbosky. Leung said the 
network’s name is meant to con-
trast with the Internet presence 

and popularity of the 
bloggers in the network 
as all members have 
over 10,000 followers.

With constant up-
dates, Leung is “recog-
nizable” as she regu-
larly shows up on her 
followers’ dashboards.

To Leung, these up-
dates on her blog are a 
means of self-expres-

sion.; Tumblr provides a forum 
of creativity through a variety 
of mediums, such as music and 
gifs, allowing her to indirectly 
engage with other users. 

“It’s so much more than a 
blog where you only write about 
your day,” Leung said. “Tumblr 
is not just about you as an indi-
vidual; it is a community. It is an 
outlet for me [that] allows me to 
relate to others through pictures 
or text posts.”

As users like and reblog 
posts, these posts gain notes, 
which represent their popular-
ity as they circulate throughout 
Tumblr. 

Currently, Leung’s most pop-
ular post is a text post that reads 
“Tbh [to be honest] the only rea-
son I know how to read a clock 
is so I can figure out when we 
get out of class,” which has over 
255,000 notes. 

“I think people liked this post 
because people can sympathize 
with it,” Leung said. “I’m pretty 
sure everyone has experienced 
this feeling before.”

Despite her popularity, Leung 
values Tumblr beyond the notes 
she receives and the posts she 
likes. The Tumblr community 
has allowed her to connect with 
others and discover herself.

“Nobody knows each other 
in person, but everyone gives 
you all this support and love,” 
Leung said. “It’s also given me a 
chance to meet a lot of new peo-
ple who share the same interests 
as me.” u

BY HelenChen
& SpringMa

 

As the only source of fresh water on 
the Tumblr continent, Shipper Lake is im-
possible to avoid. You cannot set foot in 
the Tumblr world without being forced to 
“drink from” or at least “sail” on Shipper 
Lake, upon which thousands of ships that 
fuel Tumblr float upon.

But first, one must know what a ship is. 

It is a shortened version of the word “rela-
tionship” and can be used as a noun, a verb 
and an adjective. 

At Shipper Lake, all of the above are 
applicable. On my trip to the mysterious 
place, I was stunned by not only the sheer 
number of ships that float on the lake, but 
also the size of the largest ones, whose fans 
and inhabitants can reach hundreds of 
thousands. To even get a drink of water, (a 
look at the posts), I had to fight my way 
through crowds of ships. 

The biggest ships by far were the John-
lock and Destiel ones — big, lumbering 
cruise ships that packed the lake, with le-
gions upon legions of fangirls and fanboys 
crowding their decks.

I, being the savviest tourist present, took 
it upon myself to find out what these names 
meant by asking the locals on the ships 
nearby. Why christen your boat Johnlock? 
Did it mean having hair like St. John’s? Or 
pajama hair from wearing long johns? Or 
was it for a padlock named John?

None of my guesses were right. Sailors 
on a nearby ship called “Mystrade” told 
me that “Johnlock” was a combination of 
the names “John” and “Sherlock.” 

“It’s like, you know, from ‘BBC Sher-
lock,’” one of them told me. “John and 
Sherlock. Johnlock.”

“Oh,” I said. “So what are you guys, 
then?”

“We’re the Lestrade and Mycroft boat. 

Same show. Join us!”
I refrained from telling them that 

Lestrade and Mycroft had had a grand total 
of one 10-second scene together in all three 
seasons of the show and politely declined. 

But I couldn’t get back to shore without 
bumping into the Destiel ship, a gigantic, 
aged boat that was bursting at the seams 
with the large number of passengers. Since 
I’d watched “Supernatural” last year, I put 
two and two together. “Destiel” is a combo 
of Dean Winchester, a hunter of supernatu-
ral creatures, and Castiel, an “angel of the 
Lord.” The latest’s season’s trailer promises 
“more excruciating manpain” and “more 
unresolved sexual tension” and “better 
sideburns” from Sam Winchester, Dean’s 

tall and third-wheeling brother.
After dodging the fanfiction, pamphlets 

and fanart being thrown down from its 
decks, I swam for the shore, deciding that 
further exploration into the depths of the 
lake just wasn’t worth the struggle. On 
my way back, I met the surprisingly large 
Achilles/Patroclus ship, one of the oldest 
recorded ships in existence. I’m not kid-
ding; the Ancient Greeks shipped it. Litera-
ture majors still ship it, and your English 
teacher probably ships it. 

I’d satisfied my thirst, but I also exhaust-
ed myself. I think I’ll stay away from Ship-
per Lake, because clearly it’s better to de-
hydrate and die than risk being shanghaied 
by one of those ships. u

Reporter navigates the horrifying waters of Shipper Lake

I Wong
the Game

Helen Wong

Hipster Haven:
 As virtual travelers tour the continent of 
the hipsters, they encounter a plethora of 
fashion, filtered photography, inspirational 
quotes and the world’s best creation, 
Nutella.
 One of the most prominent cultures on 
Tumblr, hipster blogs allow young people, 
mostly ages 15-25, to express themselves by 
posting photos of their newest purchases 
from the mall (with a filter, of course), 
DIY (Do-It-Yourself) projects, henna 
tattoos  and more. 
 One of the most prominent categories 
is “soft grunge,” which features “hardcore” 
personas of dip-dyed hair, ying-yang 
symbols and Nirvana tees. 
 And of course, there is the coveted 
Nutella, the hazelnut-chocolate heaven 
that we all crave. There are hundreds of 
posts, from recipes to artistic drawings, 
dedicated to the sweet spread. 
 The land of hipster is a broad one since 
share the trait of allowing the bloggers to 
express themselves freely. 

Fandom Fantasy: 
 On Tumblr, a fandom is a lifestyle.
A fandom is a community in which members 
discuss works of fiction, such a television 
shows, movies or books.
 The most common way people express their 
enthusiasm for a fandom is by posting or 
reblogging quotes and sets of gifs  (graphic 
interchangeable format) from various 
television shows, movies or books to express 
hate, love, angst, frustration and sympathy 
for characters. Some fangirls and fanboys 
also create fanart or fanfiction.
 Among the most popular fandoms are 
“Sherlock,” “Dr. Who,” “Supernatural,”  “Game of 
Thrones,”  “Harry Potter” and various Marvel 
creations, such as “Iron Man” and “Captain 
America.”

‘90s Nirvana: 
 The typical ‘90s kid can never let go 
of his or her past. Stuck in the past, they 
create a whole other world of crazy: the 
‘90s Island. 
 All ‘90s bloggers seem to believe that 
the pop culture today simply does not live 
up to that of the ‘90s. For example, today’s 
One Direction is no match to NSYNC, a boy 
band from the ‘90s.
 Spending days reminiscing about iconic 
shows such as the “Rugrats” or life-
changing movies such as “Clueless,” the 
bloggers of the ‘90s Island discuss the 
beauty and superiority of ‘90s culture. 

The World of

Meme Mecca:  
 Get ready to LOL! Meme Island is 
the one place where laughs are never-
ending. After entering Meme Island, one 
will encounter iconic memes that will be 
funny memories to last forever. 
 A meme is a cultural or social idea or 
symbol that is rapidly spread throughout 
the Internet. Usually, memes are intended 
to be humorous but still convey an idea 
that can be serious.
 Memes can come in a variety of 
different mediums: pictures, gifs, videos 
or music. Some of the most popular 
ones circulating Tumblr include “Doge”, 
“trolling”, “Bad Luck Brian” and “twerking.”
 No matter what the meme, all are 
intended to invoke a chuckle. 

Leung

Claire Leung posts photos on her tumblr, which has over 14,400 followers.

GRAPHICS BY HELEN CHEN

 Within the Fandom Continent lies numerous 
lands. One of the most vast ones is Shipper 
Lake, which is dedicated to bloggers who 
“ship,” or pair two characters together as a 
romantic couple. 
 Another populated land is Crossover 
Country, where hybrids between shows are 
made. Fangirls and fanboys create works in 
which characters or concepts from different 
fandoms come together, forming new 
storylines and new relationships. An example 
would be a crossover between the characters 
of “Once Upon a Time” and “Grimm,” both 
fantasy television shows.
 Giving fans a chance to profess their 
feelings  about their favorite shows and 
movies, fandoms form one of the biggest 
communities on Tumblr. 

REPORTING BY LarissaChiu

tumblr.com

Courtesy of CLAIRE LEUNG

1. Johnlock 
The crowning jewel of “Sherlock.” Brillant 
but narssicistic, razer-cheeckboned con-
sulting detective meets a long suffering yet 
adoring docter.

2. Destiel
The longstanding favorite of “Supernatu-
ral.” Deep voices: check. Wings: check.
Homicidal demons: check. Castiel pulling 
Dean from the depths of hell: check.  

3. Captain Swan
In the reimagined fairy tales of “Once 
Upon a Time,” Captain Hook’s rakish 
charm make him the bad boy to Emma 
Swan’s no nonsense personality.

Top Three Ships

bigideaTH
E
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They’re on T-shirts, walls 
and TV. Superheroes are every-
where lately. They have expe-
rienced a resurgence, flooding 
theaters and leading TV chan-
nels, with Marvel dominating 
the movie industry and  DC En-
tertainment producing engag-
ing TV shows. 

Marvel and DC are the top 
comic book companies in the 
U.S. Marvel is responsible for 
the Avengers, Spider-Man and 
the X-Men, while DC owns Bat-
man, Superman and the Justice 
League.  

Both have had recent suc-
cesses, but Marvel has a mo-
nopoly on the media, with a 
plethora of well received mov-
ies and a popular TV show. 
DC’s TV programs are better 
quality shows, but they don’t 
have the widespread recogni-
tion or popularity that Marvel 
has cultivated.

In 2012, DC launched the 
show “Arrow,” the highest-
rated show on the CW, and on 
Oct. 7, it premiered the spin-off 
series “The Flash.” 

“Arrow” is based on the 
comics character Green Arrow, 
otherwise known as Oliver 
Queen, a billionaire vigilante. 
Halfway through the second 
season, the show introduced 
Barry Allen, the title charac-
ter in “The Flash,” which pre-
miered in October.

The two shows offer two dif-
ferent takes on the superhero 
genre. “Arrow” is grittier and 

(mostly) stays in the realm of 
plausible; there are no “super-
natural” superpowers. In the 
show, Arrow fights against the 
realistic corruption of big busi-
nesses with lethal force, if nec-
essary. 

On the other hand, Barry 
Allen is a clumsy science nerd 
who obtains his super speed 
in a freak accident. The Flash 
focuses on fighting super-pow-
ered antagonists who are also 
metahumans. 

While Marvel has its own 
live-action TV show, “Agents 
of SHIELD,” the second season 
of which premiered in Septem-
ber, it doesn’t quite match up to 
DC’s recent successes. It doesn’t 
have the dark realism of “Ar-
row,” and it seems more like a 
cartoon show which tries to be 
serious while retaining its light-
heartedness. 

That’s not to say that the 
show is a failure; it garnered 
almost 6 million views begin-
ning its second season. The 
show also ties into the Marvel 
movie franchise seamlessly and 
explores aspects of the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe that mov-
ies are unable to cover due to 
time constraints. 

In the movie industry, how-
ever, Marvel clearly reigns su-
preme. 

Between 2011 and 2014, DC 
released three movies: “Green 
Lantern,” “The Dark Knight 
Rises” and “Man of Steel.” Only 
the latter two were considered 
financial successes, earning sig-
nificantly more than produc-

Marvel or DC: Which is dominating the media?
BY MeganMacInnes

GRAPHIC BY HELEN CHEN

The life of a Korean pop music star 
may seem rather glamorous on the out-
side — weekly hairstyle changes, per-
sonal stylists, makeup artists, record-
ing studios, game shows, interviews, 
screaming fans and travel.

At a closer look, however, the life of 
an idol is far from glamorous; instead, it 
is strictly controlled by the management 
company. 

Most K-Pop groups consist of various 
physically attractive strangers brought 
together by their management compa-
nies, who view each group as essentially 
just profit-making merchandise. Even 
the most passionate K-Pop 
fans, such as sophomore 
Laura Makeever, find this 
fact hard to bear with.

“It makes me sad to see 
the wrong things that the 
companies do when some of 
the mistakes are so basic, such 
as simply giving artists their 
human rights,” Makeever said.

In September, Lee Hoo, the 
leader of the band ZE:A, over-
threw his agency and made 
major changes to the company. 
According to a documentary, 
Star Empire Entertainment, a 
relatively smaller company, had 
abused the group Nine Muses 
physically and emotionally. The 
management yelled at the mem-
bers and sometimes hit them if 
they didn’t perform well enough. 
At one point, Lee Hoo tried to 
commit suicide.

Hoo tweeted about his man-
agement president, “President 
Shin Joo Hak who lost everything 

and was left with empty pockets, I still 
deplore and hate you, but you were our 
President for eight years. You were my 
responsibility, and I’ll take the shaming 
from the public and the fans.” 

According to Hoo’s fans, this was an 
unprecedented act of defiance against 
authority.

“I think it was amazing how he could 
overthrow his own boss like that and 
straighten things out with the compa-
ny,” Makeever said. “I just hope that it 
will continue to be successful and run 
properly.”

Sophomore Yuna Kim compared be-
ing a K-Pop idol to being a professional 

model. Idols are under pressure 
from their companies to stay 
tall, skinny and beautiful. 
Often, this results in sacrific-

es like missing out on educa-
tion, spending less time with 

his or her family and friends 
and dieting strenuously. 

Kim believes, however, 
that the companies place limi-
tations on the stars to protect 
them from fans. In Korea, the 
idols have an image of being a 
perfect “model” for the rest of 
the nation. If they smoke, the 
society would react as if the 
idols were criminals.
According to sophomore 

Jackie Han, the fans should just do 
their best to support the artists for 
their music and not their image.

“Sometimes I get tired of K-Pop 
because of scandals about the mis-
treatment of artists under certain 
companies,” she said. “But there’s 

almost nothing fans really can do, 
so the best we can do is support 
the artists.” u

Students discuss malpractice
in Korean Pop management
BY ArielLiu

tion costs. The Batman trilogy 
was an exceptional set of films 
that blended terrifying villains 
and a sense that justice would 
always prevail. The other two 
just led up to a final battle that 
never looked at the impacts be-
yond beating the snot out of the 
bad guy. 

Marvel, however, released 
seven films between 2011 and 
2014, all of which were finan-
cial successes: “Thor,” “Cap-
tain America,” “The Avengers,” 

“Iron Man 3,” “Thor: The Dark 
World,” “Captain America: The 
Winter Soldier” and “Guard-
ians of the Galaxy.” Marvel’s 
films, unlike DC’s, don’t focus 
on the horrible dark story lines. 
Marvel’s characters have hu-
mor, they often fail, they grow 
into better people, and there’s 
always hope at the end of each 
movie. 

While DC has some popular 
TV series, it must rework its cin-
ematic approach if the franchise 

wants to catch up to Marvel. 
DC’s next movie is planned 

for 2016. “Batman v. Superman: 
Dawn of Justice” could turn the 
tides. If this film is a success, 
DC could go on to create a Jus-
tice League cinematic lineup, 
similar to Marvel’s strategy in 
“The Avengers.” 

If DC manages to awe audi-
ences with character develop-
ment and engaging story lines, 
Marvel will find itself facing 
some grave competition. u
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After reading a number of good re-
views on Yelp and hearing the roaring 
noise that was apparently escaping my 
starved stomach, I was expecting no less 
than an excellent cuisine when I went to 
Aqui Cal-Mex recently. 

I was not disappointed. 
Located just 15 minutes from SHS on 

S. De Anza Blvd, Aqui Cal-Mex provides 
delicious and healthy Mexican food.

When I entered the restaurant, I 
sensed a comfort-
ing atmosphere. 
Surrounding me 
was the soft chat-
ter of the custom-
ers as well as the 
tune of refreshing 
acoustic music

As I entered the 
register line, I was 
almost instantly 
greeted with a 
menu that con-
tained a variety of 
tacos, salads, enchiladas, dips and bur-
ritos. 

Being a vegetarian, I was not expect-
ing to have abundant choices, but the 
menu dedicated an entire section to veg-
etarian options. Out of the seven main 
vegetarian dishes, I chose to order the 
Californian Enchiladas, costing a slight-
ly expensive $9.79. 

I assumed that I would be waiting in 
line for at least 10 minutes because 15 

customers stood ahead of me in line, but 
Luckily it took less than five minutes to 
reach the cashier. 

The cashier handed me a buzzer that 
lit up when my order was ready, an ef-
fective method allowing customers to 
find a seat while their meal is being pre-
pared. 

As I roamed around Aqui while the 
chefs cooked my enchiladas, I realized 
there were several monitors showing a 
football game between the Green Bay 
Packers and Miami Dolphins. No mat-

ter where I sat, I 
would luckily have 
access to entertain-
ment.  

Eventually, I 
chose a seat at a 
high table.

Looking around, 
I noticed the tan 
walls were deco-
rated with paint-
ings authentic to 
Mexican heritage, 
with an art style 

that resembled the infamous Frida Kah-
lo self portrait. 

After a decent 15 minute waiting 
time, my buzzer began to vibrate. My 
mouth  began to water the moment I 
saw the enchiladas. Topped by a perfect, 
golf-ball sized scoop of creamy guaca-
mole and sprinkled with feta cheese, the 
enchiladas sat on top of cooked green 
beans and steaming tomato basil sauce.

Scooping a mixture of guacamole and 

feta cheese into my mouth, I became 
overwhelmed by the heavenly sensation 
of the cool, creamy, slightly salted guaca-
mole with the perfectly sour feta cheese. 

I almost instantly devoured the gua-
camole, leaving me with the three feta-
covered 8-inch enchiladas. 

After slicing the first enchilada into 
edible portions, I stuffed myself with the 
chewy corn tortilla outside and lightly 
flavored beans inside.

Once I had finally consumed the en-
tire meal on the plate, it was time for 

dessert. I expected Aquis to serve fried 
ice cream, just like most other Mexican 
restaurants.

Unfortunately, they only listed two 
dessert options on the menu: the usual 
chocolate cake, and a more unique, but 
not appealing, pumpkin cheesecake. 

Satisfied with the delicious cuisine 
and warm atmosphere but disappoint-
mented with the lack of dessert choices, 
higher cost and lengthy driving time, I 
left the restaurant, looking forward to 
my next visit. u

Aqui Cal-Mex: a delicious food stop
BY NidhiJain

Can you go without 
Internet for 24 hours?

If I had to summarize my life with 
one quote, I’d pick this gem from 
John Green: “Just move to the In-
ternet, it’s great here. We get to live 
inside where the weather is always 
awesome.”

I spend an inordinate amount 
of time online. Over the summer, 
I woke up early, told myself I’d be 
productive studying for the SAT and 
instead spent the day reading fanfic-
tion, glued to the computer screen 
until my dry, damaged eyes cried for 
mercy.

But because of my undying devo-
tion to The Fal-
con, I signed 
up for a Inter-
net abstinence 
story. Planning 
to start my 
prison sen-
tence at 5 on 
a Friday eve-
ning, I spent 
every last sec-
ond  finishing up my online chores  
(Feed my Puffles on Club Penguin! 
Water my Webkinz garden!) until 
5:31, when I finally forced myself to 
turn off the computer…

I spent the next couple minutes 
staring at the blank, black screen  The 
sound of my Spotify playlist stilled, 
all I heard was tick-tock from the 
kitchen clock. 

My mom seized this opportunity 
to recruit me for some chores, as I 
was conveniently sitting less than 
30 feet away from her. Barred from 
Facebook, I instead spent Friday 
night chopping Asian vegetables I 
don’t know the English names for 

and folding clothes. 
The true desperation of my situ-

ation hit me around 9:30. I had 
planned to finish cleaning my room, 
but the prospect of folding the Lean-
ing Tower of Semi-Clean Clothes was 
simply not appealing enough to lift 
me out of my lethargy. Bored out 
of my mind, I went to sleep ridicu-
lously early (around 10), and instead 
of sleeping my usual seven hours, I 
turned off my alarm and slept in un-
til 7 in the morning. 

Luckily, I didn’t have to spend 
the whole day in the house think-
ing about my beloved Internet and 
our forced estrangement. I’d agreed 

to go help my 
brother move 
into his dorm. 
But even there 
I wasn’t free of 
temptation. 

My fam-
ily, mercilessly 
(but probably 
in reality, for-
getfully), re-

minded me of my sad predicament 
at every opportunity. “Ashley, can 
you check where the traffic ends on 
Google Maps?” “If you’re bored, 
why don’t you revise one of your 
newspaper stories on Google Docs?” 
SO CRUEL.

In the end, the best diversion was 
sleep. I slept on the return trip and 
indulged in a nap on the couch once 
I got back. Looking back, I think I’ve 
slept through almost half of the of 
this challenge. 

On the bright side, at least I’ll 
be well-rested for the four hours of 
Internet-binging that comes next. 
Right? u

BY AshleyChen

(OUT OF FIVE)
Where: 10630 S. De Anza Blvd
Type of food: Cal-Mex
Price range: under $15
Reporter’s favorite:  California Enchiladas

Aqui Cal-Mex

Abhay Aanabathhula, 11 

STYLE F
IL

E
S

Express Sweater: 
$80 

J-Crew Shirt: $75 

Uniqlo Shorts: 
$30

Sperry Top-Sider 
Shoes: $85

Reporter’s favorite, California Enchiladas, is just out of the kitchen and ready to eat.
FALCON // NIDHI JAIN

Nixon Watch 
:$150

In the end, the best 
diversion was sleep. 

Looking back, I think I’ve 
slept through almost half 

of this. 
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Nestled in the bustling center of 
downtown San Jose, Crepevine res-
taurant looked promising as a first 
stop on our journey for Instagram-
worthy food. After minimal struggles 
with parallel parking, we entered the 
cozy front area and examined the art-
sy menu boards written in a colorful 
calligraphy as we waited to be seated. 

Though the menu also consisted 
of omelettes, sandwiches, salads and 
pastas, the three of us agreed to order 
two crepes, one savory and one sweet. 
We scoured the crepe selections for 
ingredients that would make for the 
most “Insta-worthy” crepe.  We fac-
tored in everything — color, flavor, 
toppings, the works. After a stressful 
15 minutes, we came to a consensus of 
a “Santorini” sweet crepe and a “Santa 
Fe” savory crepe. 

In hindsight, this probably wasn’t 

the best method because all crepes 
look the same from the outside, and 
we could have considered the flavor 
instead of the appearance of toppings. 
Nevertheless, when the crepes came 
out of the kitchen each of us dove for 
our cell phones, fighting for the best 
angle. 

The savory crepe was beautifully 
plated. The golden brown crepe was 
evenly toasted and stuffed to the brim 
with a scramble of eggs and aromat-
ic sausage and vegetables. Next to it 
sat a vibrantly fresh salad and crispy 
sweet potato fries. On the other hand, 
the sweet crepe  was a letdown. The 
combination of maple and pistachios 
sounded like a good idea, but made 
for an extremely dry crepe.

Overall, the pleasantly crisp exteri-
or of the crepes was unlike most other 
crepe stops in the area. Crepevine’s 
quality for its moderate price makes it 
worth the half an hour drive. u

The Tea Zone and Fruit Bar, located on 
S. Winchester Blvd in West San Jose, was 
the second stop on our 
three-course “YOLO” 
buffet. Although lo-
cated on the side of a 
busy street, the cafe is 
cozy and welcoming, 
furnished with color-
ful seating and festive 
Halloween decor. 

When I entered the 
cafe my biggest con-
cern was not how full 
I was, but rather what 
to order from the end-
less menu. Ten flavors 
of four different op-
tions: milk tea, snow 
bubbles (cold smooth-
ies) and iced tea lined 
the chalkboard in front 
of me. Eventually, I chose the Passionfruit 
Mango Strawberry snow bubble for $3.50 
and was pleasantly surprised.

The drink arrived in a large glass ma-
son jar, which, let’s be honest, made it 300 
times worthier of being photographed. 
It was even adorned with mint leaves 

and slices of fruit, which 
added a pop of color to 
the peach colored drink: 
any instagram foodie’s 
dream. 

The drink itself was 
also refreshingly tangy 
and the boba at the bot-
tom was delightfully 
chewy. 

Countless drink 
shops sell smoothies, 
but none have smooth-
ies complemented with 
pretty toppings that 
come in mason jars. The 
next time you find your-
self in San Jose, make 
sure to stop by The Tea 
Zone and Fruit Bar for 

some Instagram-worthy photos; there is a 
10/10 chance you will make your friends 
jealous.  u

“Ugh, I’m going to throw up.”
We couldn’t help but complain as we 

stepped in through the door 
of Honeyberry, a des-
sert shop in Santa 
Clara, at around 
9 p.m. We had 
been eating 
tirelessly for 
the past three 
hours, and we 
were already begin-
ning to feel the effects 
of a terrible food coma 
setting in. 

When the shaved ice 
first arrived at our table, I was 
a bit taken back by the sheer size 
of the dessert. Served in a glass 
bowl, the shaved ice was adorned 
with smooth red bean paste, delicate 
white mochi (Japanese rice cake,) and a per-
fectly rotund scoop of green tea ice cream — 

pretty Instagram worthy if you ask me.
In all honesty, I’m not sure how much I en-

joyed the shaved ice. The one-third that we 
force fed each other was pretty good — not 

too sweet and very refreshing. 
But it was also hard to 

consume when 
my stomach 
was actively 
protesting the 
entrance of 
more food.

In addition, 
the overall ambi-

ence of the restau-
rant is very artistic 

and chic. Many young 
couples filled the mod-

ernly decorated shop, and 
the service was fast.
Honeyberry, albeit a bit far, 

was a good experience, as were 
Crepevine and Tea Zone and Fruit 

Bar. This was not, however, an experience I 
would like to repeat. u

Instaworthy          Adventures Truth: If you woke up one day and 
realized you turned into the opposite 
sex, what would you do?

I would pee standing up.  -Senior Cristina Crolla
                    

Truth: What was the most embar-
rassing moment of your life?

Truth: Have you ever stolen 
anything? If so, what?I was at a swim meet and my Speedo 

ripped at the butt. -Freshman Alvin Chung

Dare: Drink hot sauce.
Junior Kanaai Shah reacts violently after taking a large gulp out 
of the hot sauce bottle and feeling the aftereffects of the spice. 
Yet he claims,“I like it hot, but I had a stomachache afterwards.”

Dare: Eat lunch without hands.
Sophomore Karan Desai ate his entire lunch with just his mouth 
to aid him. “It was harder than I thought but my friends were 
laughing at me, so I didn’t feel like a complete idiot,” Desai said.

Dare: Fall in front of seniors.
Freshman Nathon Chin falls flat on his back during lunch. As he 
lies on the floor, he stares at the senior boys who look back at 
him unflinchingly. “I wanted to see what would happen, so I just 
went for it,” Chin said. They never helped him up.

Dare: Ask a teacher to dance.
Junior Samir Vaidya nervously asked his history teacher, Kim 
Anzalone, to waltz with him.“I wanted to take a risk and do some-
thing random and I knew Ms. Anzalone would be fine with it,” 
Vaidya said. Other students said it was not awkward, just funny.

When I was little, I was scared of a tree. I 
thought it would eat me. -Sophomore Arnav Raha

Truth: What is the strangest 
dream you have ever had?

I was a turtle and my dad wasn’t 
vegetarian. You can guess the rest.
                                            -Sophomore Saya Sivaram

 I was about to score the winning goal 
of the World Cup when a T-Rex burst 
from the ground, ate the ball, laughed at 
me, and went back. -Junior Anant Rajeev

What is your biggest fear? What 
would you do if you woke up as the 
opposite gender? What is the weirdest dream 
you’ve ever had? Have you ever stolen 
anything? What was the last lie you told? 
What is the stupidest prank you’ve ever 

pulled?

TRUTH DAREOR

I’d walk around and see what it’s like to walk 
the streets as a girl.  -Senior Anish Ramanadham

I stole a tampon when I was 5  
because I thought that it was some 
kind of toy.   -Freshman Valerie Yang

FALCON // ARIEL LIU FALCON // ARIEL LIU
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Reporters Ariel Liu, Spring 
Ma, and Simi Srivastava, 
seek photogenic foods.

     Honeyberry

Teazone and Fruit Bar
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Editor’s note: This story deals with an ac-
count of self-harm, bullying and suicidal 
thoughts. Martha and Betty are pseudonyms 
to protect the sources. This story is based on 
Martha’s account only. 
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WIRED IN
Social media helps save tormented and bullied girl
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“I wasn’t feeling 
happy or sad about 
anything. I just felt 
nothing, I was numb 
and stoic.”

Martha
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Shi finds path separate from brother’s legacy

“Are you in calculus yet?” 
On the second day of sixth 

grade, freshman Austin Shi’s 
older brother’s friends asked 
him this question. 

Staring back at them with 
a blank face, Austin could not 
find any words to answer them.

The reason for the question 
is that his  brother, junior Sean 
Shi, is well known for his suc-
cess in national mathematics 
competitions.

In reality, Austin’s interests 
lie far from math and science. 
Instead, he follows a different 
path and enjoys music, Winter 
Guard and performing arts.

“I used to feel a lot of pres-
sure from 
my brother 
to achieve 
the same 
standards, 
but after 
a while, I 
realized I 
couldn’t,” 
A u s t i n 
said. “My 
p a r e n t s , 
h o w e v e r, 
know the 
difference between my brother 
and me.”

According to Sean, their par-
ents strongly encouraged Aus-
tin to participate in the Red-

wood Math Club during sixth 
and seventh grade, but realized 
his interests differed in eighth 
grade and did not ask him to 
join.

“[Austin] now doesn’t feel 
obligated to follow my path,” 
Sean said. “He knows what he 
wants to do, and I’m pretty sure 
people get that he is not a math 
guy, [and that he] wants to pur-
sue band and [Winter] Guard.”

He developed a strong pas-
sion for music at age 4 after his 
father purchased a new stereo 
system along with a few tracks 
by Eagles.

“Ever since I was [young,] 
I started breaking [away from 
the Asian] stereotype. Math 
and science [were] fun, but they 
[were not something I enjoyed] 

doing in 
my free 
time.” 

D u e 
to his 
l i k i n g 
for the 
s t e r e o , 
A u s t i n 
b e g a n 
to act on 
his love 
for mu-
sic by 

learning how to play the piano .
He continued his passion for 

music in seventh grade, when 
he starred as “Aladdin.” In 
eighth grade, he also had a lead 

role, playing Coach Bolton in 
“High School Musical Jr.” 

Due to his success in these 
musicals, Austin realized that 
drama was “a place where [he] 
could be [himself] and discover 
what [he] really enjoyed.”

In addition to performing in 
musicals, Austin joined Winter 
Guard, a step on the perform-
ing arts path he has chosen to 
take. Although originally hesi-
tant because Guard attracts few 
males, he now feels confident in 
his decision.

“A lot of my friends in band 
[used to make] fun of me for 
wanting to do Winter Guard,” 
Austin said. “However, al-
most all of the upperclassmen 
encouraged me to join Winter 
Guard, so I did. I don’t really 
care about that stereotype as 
much now, because around the 
nation, they have a lot of boys 
in [Winter Guard] groups.”  

Even though Austin some-
times feels pressure to follow 
his brother, such as when his 
brother’s friends assume that 
he thoroughly enjoys math, he 
feels that he has made the right 
choice.

“Now, people view me as 
that person who loves music, 
spends time in the band room 
and is always twirling a piece 
of Guard equipment,” he said. 

Austin’s friend, freshman 
Austin Zheng, said Austin has 
matured through his unique 

experiences and differs from 
many Asian students by devel-
oping his own passions.

“Having a friend who is able 
to express himself through mu-
sic is a different viewpoint,” 
Zheng said. “It’s really interest-
ing to see how [Austin] reacts to 
different situations.”

Unlike math, which usually 
involves one fixed answer, if he 
plays a note or chord wrong, 
Austin can create new melodies 
or rhythms that add a unique 
touch to his music.

According to Austin, music 
enables him to channel his feel-
ings, “playing [them] into the 
piano or spinning away,” let-
ting go of all his problems.

Austin’s distinct perspective 
and experience have led him to 
believe that stereotypes are of-
ten usually false. 

“Stereotypes in today’s so-
ciety are pointless to some ex-
tent,” Austin said. “Especially 
in [Saratoga], people can do 
what they want to do and they 
won’t be judged.” u

BY NidhiJain
& AmiNachiappan

BY EmilyChen
& RachelZhang

Freshman Austin Shi practices trombone for the Homecoming show.

Persian sophomore celebrates cultural background 

The fire flickering on her face projects 
shadows, covering the fear and intensity 
in her eyes. She takes a step back and 
leaps forward over the fire’s flames. 

Every Wednesday night before March 
21, the day of Persian New Year, which 
celebrates the rebirth of spring, sopho-
more Aryana Goodarzi performs a ritual 
for “Chahar-Shanbeh Souri,” the Festi-
val of Fire.

These traditions allow Goodarzi to ex-
perience glimpses of the Persian culture, 
the area her parents immigrated from. 
Unlike Goodarzi, her parents faced mul-
tiple hardships when they were growing 
up in Iran. 

The Iranian Revolution occurring 
in the 1970s created a volatile power 
struggle between the Islamic extremists 

and the Shah (the then-leader who was 
backed by the U.S).

“There were a lot of bombings,” 
Goodarzi said. “My grandpa, when he 
was serving [the Shah] in the war, saw 
some scary [things] like people’s 
heads being carried away.” 

Luckily, Goodarzi’s father, 
who was 9, escaped from the 
country before the revolution 
had intensified. 

At the time, only women and 
children were permitted to leave 
Iran, legally, since men were re-
quired to serve in the army. 

Her grandmother and moth-
er, who was 15, safely crossed 
the border of Iran and arrived in Eu-
rope, but were immediately faced with 
immense fear and anxiety, when an im-
migration  worker refused to grant them 
their visas. 

 “He [the worker] was formerly held 
captive in Iran, so he purposefully gave 
my mother and grandmother a hard 
time,” Goodarzi said. “ [His mentality 
was that] ‘I’m not going to let you go to 

the U.S. because of what your 
people did to me.’” 

Despite this initial unjust 
treatment, he eventually let 
them leave to America. 

Since then, Goodarzi’s fam-
ily has stayed rooted in their 
heritage. Goodarzi is not afraid 
to support her culture, even 
though her generation has be-
come more and more American.

She stays connected with her 
cultural roots by attending the commu-
nity’s frequent festivities. For example, 
she and her family attend monthly par-
ties where as many as 200 people con-
gregate at a host family’s house.

There are so many people that at times 
Goodarzi does not know her guests. 

“I’ve come out my room and there 
are families outside that are like ‘Hey 
Aryana, oh Hi!’ and I am like ‘Who are 
you?’” Goodarzi said.  

Nevertheless, Goodarzi still enjoys 
the Persian New Year celebrations.

On New Year’s Eve, her immedi-
ate family gathers together, while her 
grandfather reads a specific “dowa,” 
an Arabic verse from the Quran. Then 
they count down to the New Year and 
will usually attend a party nearby. Other 
customs include giving new clothes and 
money to children in the family.  

Ultimately, Goodarzi feels that the 
bond in the Persian community extends 
beyond the language and traditions. 

“If you meet another Persian, it’s like 
we’ve got this connection,” Goodarzi 
said. u

Goodarzi

Courtesy of AUSTIN SHI
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I used to feel a lot of 
pressure from my 
brother to achieve the 
same standards.

“

”
freshman Austin Shi
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As senior Samuel Chung flew his 
first person view (FPV) home-made 
quadcopter on a sunny day in his junior 
year, he had a unique perspective of the 
beach. As his plane skimmed the waves, 
Chung saw a gradient of colors in the 
perspective of the camera mounted on 
the plane through a screen. The view 
seemed endless as he flew past sand 
dunes and across the ocean at altitudes 
ranging from a few feet to thousands of 
feet in the sky.

“It felt like I was a bird, freely soar-
ing wherever I wanted, not restricted 
by water or rocky slopes,” Chung said. 
“[Being able to fly only] a few feet off the 
ground was like running across a bal-
ance beam.”

Although Chung enjoyed the free-
dom and his surroundings throughout 
the day, this flight also turned out to 
be one of his worst losses. During the 
last flight of the day, one of the motors 
stopped spinning, causing the quadcop-
ter to spin out of control. 

 “I watched the screen, petrified, 
while the video spun round and round 
until it turned black after it splashed into 
the water,” Chung said. “With most oth-
er [losses,] no matter how bad 
the crash was, at least some 
components were still usable. 
[In] this crash, everything was 
lost.”

For Chung, this flight was 
just one of numerous experi-
ences that have sparked his 
interest in flying remote con-
trolled airplanes. 

Quadcopters, a four-mo-
tored aircraft with the motors 
mounted in an X shape, cost more than 
other model planes and often have mul-
tiple homemade parts. Chung said he 
only buys the bare electronics and makes 
parts including antennae for receiving 
and transmitting video. These electronic 
parts can otherwise cost more than $200.  

Chung achieves this savings through 
by first compiling a list of the parts that 

Scrolling through her Polyvore feed 
last spring, an online fashion communi-
ty, freshman Angela Lee encountered a 
dainty, sophisticated white dress that she 
thought would be perfect for the season, 
but she sadly realized that it was from a 
discontinued collection. Fortunately, Lee 
knew exactly what to do: She set up her 
sewing machine, gathered rolls of fabric 
and started to make stitches. 

Lee draws compliments and atten-
tion for her unique sense of fashion. She 
describes her style as very minimalistic, 
monotone and sleek. 

“Fashion is indescribable,” Lee said. 
“It’s the art of presentation and how you 
want to appear [to others].” 

Lee’s passion for fashion originated 
from third grade, when she flipped 
through an Asian fashion magazine’s 
colorful pages and was amazed and in-
spired by the numerous styling tips and 
runway shots.

Fascinated by the “lavish beauty” of 
fashion, Lee began to watch YouTube 
clips of runway shows by designers such 
as Alexander McQueen.

Lee also joined Polyvore. On Poly-
vore, Lee uses a clothing catalogue to 
style outfits online. She can put together 
clothing pieces from all brands and past 
collections and share them with others. 

As her love for fashion grew, however, 
Lee realized that she could not buy most 
of the clothes that she wanted to wear 
because they were either too expensive 
or discontinued. She then came up with 

a solution: to sew her own clothes.
Lee already learned how to sew at 

a fashion camp she attended the sum-
mer before fourth grade, where she had 
one-on-one help with an assistant. The 
assistant would do the “hard parts [in 
maneuvering the fabric]” whenever she 
would sew the sides together and the 
fabric would not open. With the assis-
tant’s aid, Lee was able to figure out how 
to sew efficiently and correctly. 

Three days before Halloween last 
year, Lee realized that she did not have a 
costume. Because she hadn’t sewn since 
her camp (four years prior,) Lee had to 
reread instructions and go on the Inter-
net to teach herself how to sew. Even 
from the little experience she had, sew-
ing came naturally to her. 

“When I finished my Harley Quinn 
costume after twelve hours, it was 
[10:30] at night, but I felt really accom-
plished,” Lee said. 

After Halloween, Lee continued to 
sew clothing pieces inspired by designs 
on Polyvore. She has made many dress-
es, shorts, skirts and fake leather vests 
for herself, each based on a creative 
design but coalesced with her own per-
sonal flair. The time she spends on sew-
ing ranges from two hours to six weeks, 
depending on what kind of piece or en-
semble she is working on. 

“[Lee] is unpredictable,” said fresh-
man Isabelle Yang, one of Lee’s close 
friends. “Whatever she has her mind set 
to, she always goes for it, so it’s no sur-
prise that she’s ambitious.”

Lee’s ambition proves useful when 
facing the challenges of making her own 

clothes. Lee has limited fabric resources 
in the area and relatively little experi-
ence, so she tends to struggle with more 
detailed and complex pieces. 

Her current undertaking is a deli-
cate babydoll dress. On her first two at-
tempts, she made mistakes on stitches 
and measurements, ruining the fabric 
and dress altogether. 

“Whenever I mess up, I scream and 
throw my scissors across to floor,” Lee 
said. “I’m trying to finish it slowly [for 
the third time] because I don’t want to 
mess up, but it’s going to be that last 
stitch that [throws me over].”

Nevertheless, Lee perseveres through 
the sewing process, knowing that her 
hard work will pay off. 

“You feel that satisfaction when you 
make something,” Lee said. “You came 
up with it, you did it, you finished it, 
and now, you can wear it forever.”

 When Lee entered high school, she 
continued her interest in fashion by join-
ing the Fashion Club. She plans to par-
ticipate in the Benefit Fashion Show in 
the spring and hopes that this year, she 
can make a few of the outfits presented 
in the show.

Though Lee knows this goal may be 
too ambitious, she has already proven 
herself to be a determined hardworker 
and sees herself pursing a career in the 
fashion industry.

“Don’t settle for less than what you 
can do and want to do,” Lee said. “What 
separates good from great is just details 
and frustration, and hard work will pay 
off if you keep your expectations where 
they are and work for them.” u

BY HelenChen
& JihauYu

BY ClaireChou
& EileenToh

Freshman fashionista creates her own clothes

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: The front of the 
renovated sports plaza. The entire school’s 
campus at sunset. The recently painted sign 
at the front of the school. The Bollywood 
dance during senior quad day. These were 
all taken with senior Samuel Chung’s 
homemade remote-controlled quadcopter.

Senior takes aerial photos with quadcopter

Courtesy of SAMUEL CHUNG

Chung

are required to build the part. Then he 
orders the parts and assembles them by 
soldering, gluing, and attaching all the 
pieces together. 

“It’s really no different than building 
a robot, with the exception that you have 
to consider weight and aerodynamics 
above everything else,” Chung said. 

Similarly,  the process of building a 
quadcopter with the same process ex-

cept the need for calculations be-
fore building it. Chung said the 
process involves some estimating 
and sometimes even some use of 
calculus. 

  Chung started his passion 
for flying by folding paper air-
planes in elementary school. After 
watching others fly remote con-
trolled jets that “screamed across 
the sky” as a fourth grader at 
Rancho San Antonio, Chung was 

determined to fly one himself.
Chung said the thrill he gets through 

flying is incomparable to any other 
forms of transportation.

“[Planes] can travel higher, faster 
[and] farther than any other kind,” 
Chung said. “The freedom that comes 
with flying anywhere, anytime can't be 
satisfied with any other vehicle.” 

Chung started the Aviation Club two 
years ago. Although the club has since 
disbanded due to tight schedules and 
relatively high costs for parts, the club’s 
monthly excursions gave others a “taste 
of flying.” 

For former club member senior Alex 
Yeh, flying was a new experience. Yeh 
said Chung taught every club member 
skills necessary to fly the airplanes, like 
the how to control the aircraft using re-
mote controls, and gave them the op-
portunity to do so at the outings he or-
ganized.

Although the club no longer exists, 
Yeh was able to understand what it was 
that Chung is so attached to. Chung 
spread his fervor to others, and Yeh ex-
perienced Chung’s enthusiasm for fly-
ing first hand.

In the past few years, Chung has 
started building parts for several proj-

ects that include taking aerial pictures of 
the school. 

Currently, Chung is working to im-
prove the quality of pictures and videos 
that his quadcopter takes. He hopes to 
find a way to minimize vibration created 
by the propellers. 

“I want to film and photograph 
school events because they offer a dif-
ferent perspective that few people have 
ever seen before,” Chung said. “Seeing, 
for example, Club Day from 100 feet is 
quite spectacular.”

Chung hopes to be an aerospace engi-
neer in the future.

“I am looking forward to college 
where I can work on research projects 
[involving] airplanes [to] solve challeng-
es in society,” Chung said. “If I could 
[model, test and work] with full scale 
aircraft and get paid for it, [it would be] 
like getting paid to have fun.” u

Courtesy of ANGELA LEE

Freshman Angela Lee smiles during the 
graduation ceremony from Redwood 
Middle School. She wore her handmade 
Zuhair Murad-inspired dress.
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Junior pursues archery at competitive level

While movies like “The Hunger 
Games” and “The Avengers” kindled 
an interest in archery for many people, 
junior Yena Jeong picked up the 
sport “before the surge of movie 
or novel-influenced archers.” 
Now a cadet female Olympic 
recurve archer, Jeong grew up 
watching archery in the Olym-
pics and has been fascinated 
with the sport ever since.

“It’s always interested me 
that something so old was rein-
vented into a modern sport that 
people can pursue today,” Jeong 
said.

She began archery in seventh grade, 
but considered it a recreational activity 
at the time; she shot at an informal club, 
where she first met SHS alumna Grace 
Kim. The summer before her freshman 

year, Jeong received training from Kim, 
who now shoots with the Columbia Uni-
versity archery team. Since then, Jeong 
has been coached by Hye-Yoon Park, an 
internationally renowned trainer, and 

has attended numerous state 
and national competitions.   

“Archery is still a burgeoning 
sport, so it’s not hard to see in-
ternationally famous archers at 
these competitions,” Jeong said.

Several times at these tour-
naments, she met Kisik Lee, the 
USA head coach for archery. 
With the members of her club, 
Jeong was invited to his house 
for dinner after one of her com-

petitions.
“We discussed [Lee’s] method of 

teaching archery, the National Training 
System (NTS),” Jeong said. “We also got 
to talk to many important coaches about 
the different aspects of archery as well.”

In the spring of 2013, she placed sec-
ond in the Olympic elimination rounds 
at the Gator Cup, a national tournament 
in Newberry, Fla., after beating many ar-
chers who were top five in the national 
rankings. That same year, Jeong was 
ranked among the top 15 archers in the 
country.

During her freshman and sophomore 
years, Jeong practiced around 10 hours a 
week. Because of her focus on academics 
this year, she hasn’t been able to practice 
as much and does not have a ranking. To 
qualify for one, she would have had  to 
go to a national tournament in Ohio on 
July 24, which she couldn’t attend due to 
her busy schedule. 

“I’d like to continue doing archery 
[past high school], but I don’t know to 
what degree,” Jeong said. “I’d also like 
to get a teaching license, so I could teach 
other people how to shoot as well. That’s 
all in the future, though.” u

BY KarissaDong

Jeong

Junior Jace Welton scored the Falcons 
lone goal in their 4-1 loss to Los Altos 

in their last League Tournament game 
on Nov. 8. The team is seeded ninth in 
CCS. “It was a really rough game for 
everyone and my goal boosted the 
morale of the team,” Welton said. “I 
drove through to the middle and got 
a great assissting pass from [senior] 
Madison [Gress].”

The girls’ tennis team went 
undefeated in the De Anza league 

with a 12-0 record, and is seeded No. 
1 for CCS.  “It is really exciting to win 
league because we have all worked 
really hard,” senior co-captain 
Arathi Sabada said. “We really look 
forward to playing at CCS.”

TheStats

The football team gave up six 
touchdowns in a 42-6 loss to 

Los Gatos on Nov. 7. Senior Jordan 
Vogel caught the Falcons’ only score. 
Despite the loss, the Falcons hope for 
a win against  Palo Alto. “We still 
have a chance to go to CCS if we beat 
Paly,” senior Jonathan Tran said.

Goal Scored

Touchdowns
Allowed

Wins in a row

1

6

12

WHO’S HOT

You just got spiked

The girls’ volleyball team won 
the SCVAL League El Camino 

Division after a 3-0 win against 
Cupertino on Nov. 6. “I’m really 
proud of the team for working really 
hard to win league,” captain Sara 
Parden said. “This was a goal that 
we have been working ever since 
I’ve been on the team.”

A disappointing finish

The boys’ water polo team suffered 
a 7-5 loss to Homestead on Nov. 

7 in their second League Tournament 
game, and will not move on to CCS. 
“We didn’t play with enough heart 
from the start, and should’ve won 
especially since we beat them 
before,” senior Alex Whitman said.

WHO’S NOT

TheRANKINGS
1 = Girls’ Tennis (12-0)

2 = Girls’ Volleyball (12-0)

3 = Field Hockey (8-3-1)

4 ^ Girls’ Golf (8-6)

5 v Girls’ Water Polo (7-5)

6 v Football (4-5)

7 = Boys’ Water Polo (1-11)

Field Hockey

The field hockey team played their first CCS 
game on Nov. 13 against Christopher High. 

FALCON // SHAZIA GUPTA

Girls’ Volleyball

The girls’ volleyball team went undefeated 
in leagues, securing the No. 9 seed in CCS. 

FALCON // LAUREN LOUIE

Junior Carrie Chen did 
not advance past the first 
round of CCS on Oct. 30. 

Girls’ Golf

TALISMAN // KARISHMA SHAH

The team will advance to 
the State Meet on Nov. 29 
if they place third in CCS.

Cross Country

FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA

The football team will 
move on to CCS if they win 
today against Palo Alto.

Football

FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA

Girls’ Tennis

The girls’ tennis team is seeded No. 1 in CCS 
and played their first match on Nov. 12.

FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA

Girls’ Water Polo

The girls’ water polo team played their first 
CCS game against Stevenson on Nov. 12.

FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA
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Sophomore Aarushi Lakhotia stepped 
onto Princeton University’s squash 
court at the U.S. Squash Junior Cham-
pionships on March 6, feeling both ner-
vous and confident. Lakhotia, who was 
playing singles against a higher ranked 
player, needed to stay calm. 

To continue her winning 
streak, Lakhotia took a couple 
moments to think through a 
plan. She prepared herself both 
mentally and physically, prac-
ticing her serves and running 
through different techniques 
like hard, low, cross-court shots 
and lobs in her mind. 

At the end of the tournament, 
she finished 20th out of the 32 
nationally ranked athletes in the Girls 
Under 17 (GU17) division.

Lakhotia often experiences a rush of 
adrenaline when playing squash, an in-
door racquet sport involving singles or 
doubles teams that rebound a “squash-
able” rubber ball off walls marked with 
boundaries. It has been referred to as 
the world’s fastest game and nicknamed 
“physical chess,” reflecting the rigorous 
demands it places on the body.

To win a match, players must capture 
three of five games. Each game is played 
to 11 points, and the winner must win by 
two points.

According to Lakhotia, many outsid-
ers assume that squash is an easy sport 
since the rules seem simple. In reality, 
the sport’s high intensity means it’s not 
for everyone.

Although Lakhotia has been play-
ing squash for merely five years, she 
was ranked No. 2 in the Girls Under 15  

(GU15) division in California at 13 years 
old and placed among the top 32 in the 
United States for her age group. Since 
then, she has moved up to the GU17 
division, which she joined when she 
turned 15. She currently plays individu-
ally.

To prepare herself for matches, she 
trains two and a half hours a session, six 

days a week at the Squash Club 
of Los Gatos. 

Lakhotia began her squash 
career when her father, a col-
lege squash player, inspired her 
to take her first lessons in fifth 
grade at Bay Club of Santa Clara. 
Ever since, Lakhotia has enjoyed 
the fast-pace nature of the sport. 

“Right now, since I’ve just en-
tered GU17, every practice has 
been pretty critical,” Lakhotia 

said. “I’m hoping to achieve the top 32 
again by the end of the season and be-
come faster on the court.” 

Lakhotia began competing nation-
ally in seventh grade and has traveled 
to tournaments primarily in New York, 
Washington, D.C., and Connecticut. 
During the competition season from Oc-
tober to March, Lakhotia attends three-
day tournaments twice a month.

“[Squash] brings few of my passions 
together: traveling, meeting new people 
and playing a sport,” Lakhotia said.

One of her most memorable matches 
occurred when she played a girl who 
was ranked 26 in the GU15 division at 
the time in March 2014, while Lakhotia 
ranked 32.

Having lost 3-0 to her higher-ranked 
opponent months earlier, Lakhotia felt 
“if [she] worked hard for the next four 
months, [she] could possibly beat her.”

Pulling back strong at nationals and 

staying true to her words, Lakhotia beat 
the “competitive and aggressive girl 
from Connecticut” in five games.

“I felt very good, very accomplished 
and so happy,” she said.

Throughout her squash season, Lak-
hotia’s parents and coaches act as her 
support team, making sure she is eating 
healthy and mentally preparing her for 
tournaments. 

“The never-give-up attitude is great 
to see in her,” her mother Jaya Lakhotia 
said. “She deals graciously with wins 
and losses, showing a great sportsman-
ship spirit.”

At practices, her coaches recite inspi-
rational sayings such as “Rome wasn’t 

built in a day” and “Follow the process, 
no shortcuts” to motivate her. 

“They taught me to be disciplined in 
training, to fight when I’m tired and to 
push myself harder,” Lakhotia said. 

Lakhotia plans to continue playing 
squash throughout high school and col-
lege. 

It has surpassed simply an interest 
and developed into a passion and life-
style for her.

“[Squash] has taught me to be hard 
working and always persevere,” Lak-
hotia said. “It has given me a whole new 
perspective on life, and I will never for-
get the people, my coaches and the sup-
port my parents have given me.” u

Sophomore girl ‘squashes’ opponents

Lakhotia

Courtesy of AARUSHI LAKHOTIA

Sophomore Aarushi Lakhotia rebounds a rubber squash ball off the wall at Stanford 
University. She currently plays in national tournaments for the Girls Under 17 Division. 

Waking up before sunrise in Septem-
ber 2013, senior Jared Beach, his father 
and his sister prepared for another long 
day of hunting. After treating his clothes 
to remove 
any human 
scent, they 
donned their 
camouflage 
attire, and 
walked into 
the Tahoe 
N a t i o n a l 
Forest, track-
ing the foot-
prints of a 
bear in the 
snow. 

The hunt proved to be fruitless when 
they could not track down the bear. But 
such is a day in the life of a hunter.  

Beach is an avid hunter who goes 
hunting a couple times a month during 
the season, usually killing animals rang-
ing from deer to boars. It’s a pastime that 
he has enjoyed doing with his dad, sis-
ter, and step-brother. 

According to Beach, the process of 
hunting is long and arduous. Beginning 
early in the morning, hunting is an all-
day affair. 

“First, you put camo on and descent 
and then go on stand,” Beach said. 

“Then you wait probably an hour or so 
before everything settles and animals 
start coming out.”

The hunters hope their patience is re-
warded with a kill. If it is, they must also 
clean and process the animal. 

Cleaning involves hanging up a deer, 
for example, 
by a rope, 
and skinning 
and gutting 
it before the 
animal can 
be trimmed 
for the meat. 
The fam-
ily eats the 
meat, but 
d i s p o s e s 
the leftover 
bones and 

guts. Beach’s family also has a cleaning 
business. They charge $75 per animal. 

Hunting is so integral to the Beach 
family that they own their own 1,000-
acre plot of land in Livermore where 
they hunt. Beach also has access to his 
own cleaning facility on the proper-
ty.  

Growing up in a family of hunters, 
Beach quickly learned the ropes. 

“The most memorable moment I have 
of hunting is when I shot my first deer,” 
Beach said. “The best feeling about hunt-
ing is the adrenaline rush I get from it.”  

Beach’s favorite gun to use while 

hunting is a .308 caliber (the diameter of 
the bullet) rifle because of his familiarity 
with the weapon. A higher caliber is usu-
ally more powerful than a smaller one. 

“I’ve always used [the gun] and grew 
up with and it’s a comfortable size,” 
Beach said. 

Only recently has he taken up bear 
hunting. 

According to Beach, hunting a bear 

is difficult because of their scarcity. He 
said that after tracking a bear for a day, 
he had nothing to show for it, besides a 
sore and aching body. 

Nevertheless, hunting is a sport that 
Beach can’t get enough of .

“There is a lot of adrenaline and wait-
ing involved but at the end it’s just an 
exhilarating experience that you can’t 
describe,” Beach said. u

Senior enjoys hunting as a relaxing pastime
BY AdityaChaudhry
& JihauYu

After dressing in camo and hiding in bushes, senior Jared Beach (right) and his step 
brother Josh caught wild boars on a hunting trip on their 1000 acre ranch in Livermore.

Courtesy of JARED BEACH

“The best feeling 
about hunting is the 
adrenaline rush I get 
from it.”

senior Jared Beach

GRAPHIC BY HELEN CHEN

BY EmilyChen, SpringMa
& AmiNachiappan
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Cats whip Falcons; Paly game to decide CCS

The varsity girls’ tennis team wrapped 
up its De Anza League season 12-0. With 
a lineup of reliable singles players and 
powerhouse doubles pairs, the team has 
a strong chance of winning CCS, which 
began on Nov. 11.

The team finished its league season 
with a 5-2 win against Los Altos on Oct. 
30. Facing a tricky line-up, the team re-
arranged its players to ensure a victory 
over the Eagles. Freshman Stephanie 
Ren, who played No. 4 singles in this 
match, won 6-0, 6-0. The other posi-
tions followed suit, and only one singles 
player and doubles pair lost in a close tie 
breaker. 

The team gave seniors Arathi Sabada 
and Smita Sabada a proper send-off on 
the day of their last home match against 
Homestead on Oct. 28, which has tradi-
tionally been the team’s annual Senior 
Day.  

“Because of their experience, they 
have given us a lot of good advice,” ju-
nior Meera Rachamallu said. “I will miss 
the optimism and excitement they bring 
to practice every day.”

Full of excitement and energy from 
the Senior Day festivities, the team de-
stroyed the Mustangs 7-0 in less than 
two hours. No. 1 singles Smita Sabada 

defeated her opponent in an intense 
match, winning 6-4, 6-3. 

Arathi Sabada and sophomore Cait-
lin Ju also claimed the No. 1 doubles vic-
tory, 6-3, 6-1. Ren and sophomore Neeka 
Nikfar won the No. 2 doubles position 
6-2, 6-0. Sophomore Kelly Hsu and ju-
nior Allison Lin claimed a 6-1, 6-2 win at 
No. 3 doubles.

The girls also won 7-0 against Los Ga-
tos on Oct. 23. Though the matches were 
not as intense, every player brought en-
ergy to the court and performed excep-
tionally well against the Wildcats.

“I think our biggest strength this year 
is consistency of play,” Arathi said. “No 
matter what position anyone plays, they 
truly give it their all and are able to per-
form at a much higher level than the 
other team. We can switch up doubles 
teams and the singles lineup and still 
perform extremely well because every-
one is such a strong player.”

On Nov. 4 and 5, a few of the girls 
represented the team at the SCVAL 
league finals. Freshmen Dasee Carter, 
Ren and Ju played singles. Ren demon-
strated skill and finished in the quarter 
finals against Ju. Ju went on to play Ca-
rina Berdych from Los Altos in the semi 
finals, but lost in straight sets. Carter 
also played exceptionally, but fell short 
to Jannabelle Wu from Lynbrook in the 
semi-finals.

The team is vying for the champion-
ship title in CCS. Because the team is 
seeded No. 1 in the draw, the girls had a 
bye on the first day and played the win-
ner of Burlingame High and Alisal High 
on Nov. 12 in the second round.  The re-
sults of CCS can be found in the Nov. 21 
issue.

Since stacking the lineups is allowed 
in CCS, the coaches are prepared to 
counter the opposing teams’ strategies.  

“If we get put up against other teams 

from our league, we should be able to 
take care of business,” assistant coach 
Jonathan Chui said. “If we advance and 
get put up against tougher teams like 
Menlo or St. Ignatius, we will need to 
plan our lineup more carefully.”   

“I hope that we can maintain the 
same amount of consistency and inten-
sity of play that we have been bringing 
to our matches,” Arathi said. “I think we 
have a good shot of going deep in the 
draw at CCS.” u

Entering the game against 
Los Gatos on Nov. 7, the Fal-
cons needed to win one of their 
last two games to qualify for 
CCS. They’re still looking for 
that win after they lost 42-6 to 
the Wildcats, dropping their 
record to 4-5 overall and 2-3 in 
the De Anza League and mak-
ing today’s home contest versus 
Palo Alto a must-win game. 

“It was a very disappointing 
loss, but that’s behind me,” se-
nior running back Ken Wu said. 
”Right now I only care about 
Palo Alto.” 

Wu is confident that the 
Falcons will be able to win the 
game against a weaker-than-
usual Palo Alto squad. 

“We will get this win be-
cause we have to,” Wu said. “I 
won’t know what to do without 
football, so why not extend our 
season?” 

After receiving the kickoff 
from Los Gatos, the Falcons’ 
first offensive drive stalled and 
they had to punt. Los Gatos was 
then able to score on their first 
drive of the night from a 4-yard 
touchdown run from senior 
wide receiver Avivi Brender. 

The Falcons struggled to stop 
Los Gatos’s offense throughout 
the night, giving up six touch-
downs and forcing only one 
punt. Offensively the Falcons 
generated three first downs and 
only one touchdown. 

The Falcons continued to 
struggle as the Falcons went 
into halftime down 35-0. After 
receiving the kickoff after 
halftime, the Wildcats went on 
a long drive that resulted in 
their final touchdown of the 
night courtesy of a 9-yard run 
by senior running back Nick 
Stojanovich. 

The Falcons ended up scor-

ing a touchdown in the waning 
moments of the game, when 
sophomore quarterback Will 
Liddle threw a 26-yard touch-
down pass to senior running 
back Jordan Vogel. 

Before the loss to Los Gatos, 
the Falcons won a nonleague 
game against Los Altos 49-20 
on Oct. 31. 

The Falcons came out strong, 
outscoring their opponents 28-7 
in the first quarter. Liddle, who 
completed 12-22 passes for 257 
yards and three touchdowns, 
threw his first touchdown 
when he connected with senior 
wide receiver Joey Medeiros for 
63-yard touchdown.  

Later in the first quarter, Lid-
dle connected with a 25-yard 
touchdown to junior wide re-
ceiver Vinny Faylor. Following 
senior kicker Robby Gragnola’s 
extra point, the Falcons led 14-
0.  Wu also ran for two first-half 
touchdowns and ended up with 
120 rushing yards.

The Falcons went into half-
time ahead 35-14. In the third 
quarter, the Falcons added 
to their lead by scoring two 
touchdowns via a Liddle 31-
yard touchdown pass to Vogel 
and a 12-yard touchdown pass 
with backup senior quarterback 
Evan Lindeman connecting 
with sophomore receiver Brian 
Tatman.   

The Falcons ended the night 
with 570 yards of total offense 
that resulted in seven touch-
downs. 

“It was a team effort for 
sure,” Medeiros said. “We had 
six different people that scored 
and that shows how we have a 
well rounded offense.”

This win came after a Home-
coming victory against Monta 
Vista on Oct. 24 by a score of 
37-28. 

After losing last year’s 

Homecoming game and suffer-
ing back-to-back losses against 
football powerhouses Milpitas 
and Wilcox, the Falcons were 
determined to win this game. 

“It was important to the 
coaching staff and the players 
to send our seniors out with a 
homecoming win,” coach Tim 
Lugo said. “Quad day dances 
and all that is fun, but our guys 
saw first hand last year that 
none of that matters if they 
don’t win the game at the end 
of the week.”

Liddle completed 21-30 of 
his passes for 235 yards and 
three touchdowns. Medeiros 
caught all the receiving touch-
downs, in addition to his eight 
receptions for 118 yards.  Wu 
had 83 yards rushing and two 

touchdowns for the Falcons. 
Medeiros said that he was 

trying to do anything to get the 
Falcons the win. 

“It didn’t matter to me 
whether I was catching or mak-
ing a block, as long as some-
one on our team is scoring and 
making a play, I’m happy,” Me-
deiros said. 

Lugo attributed the success 
of their offensive attack to the 
stellar play of the offensive line 
that consists of seniors Austin 
Bakke and Ted Rothschild, ju-
nior Adam Camp and sopho-
mores Jesse Chung and Tony 
Ramirez, who allowed the Fal-
cons to gain almost 440 yards of 
total offense.  

Lugo also said that the Fal-
cons play in the De Anza divi-

sion and three of the teams in 
the league are ranked in Top 10 
in section [CCS], making wins 
hard to come by. 

“We’re pretty good, but our 
competition is very good,” 
Lugo said. “We are in the best 
public school division in the 
section, so it’s not that we’re 
losing to lower-end El Camino 
(the lower division) teams.”

Regardless of the season’s re-
sults, Lugo has been impressed 
with the team’s progress. 

“We’re well ahead of where I 
thought we’d be and that’s be-
cause our guys have bought in 
and play hard for each other,”  
Lugo said. “It’s a tough game, 
and our guys aren’t afraid to 
compete, which is why I love 
this team.” u

Team wins in League and moves on to CCS

BY JihauYu

FOOTBALL

GIRLS’ TENNIS

BY AllisonLin
& SimiSrivastava

FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA

Senior Smita Sabada rallies the ball back to her opponent in a match against Homestead.

FALCON // SIMI SRIVASTAVA

Senior running back Ken Wu stiff-arms a defender to avoid a tackle during the Los Gatos game on Nov. 7.
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After three months of hard work rac-
ing at invitationals and league meets, the 
cross country team is now preparing for 
CCS Finals, a 3-mile race at Toro Park in 
Salinas tomorrow.

The boys’ and girls’ teams qualified 
for the meet by default as the only Di-
vision III teams in the area. Each team 
will send seven runners to compete in 
the race. 

The top two teams at CCS, and the 
top four individual runners, excluding 
students who qualify through their team 
and students who rank below fourteenth 
place, will advance to the state meet on 
Nov. 29 at 3.1-mile Woodward Park. 

Both teams hope to improve upon 
their performances from the De Anza 
League Finals, 
which were held 
on Nov. 4 at the 
2.95-mile Crystal 
Springs course. 

In the boys’ race, 
senior Steven Sum 
finished second 
with a personal 
record of 15:14, 
barely losing to Los 
Gatos senior Chris 
Foster, who fin-
ished at 15:11. 

Senior Andrew 
Harter finished sixth with a personal 
record of 15:52 and junior Steven Law 
finished 16th with a personal record of 
16:10. In the girls’ race, senior Carolyn 
Qi came in at 20:25 to take 23rd place. 

The boys’ team is aiming to qualify 
for the state meet as a group. Last year, 
they fell just short, placing fourth at 
CCS. This year, however, they have run 

many more miles each practice and have 
used the weight room twice a week. 

“[Through weight training, the team 
is] improving stride efficiency, building 
muscle to close out races stronger and 
just getting more fit in general,” coach 
Dan Ambrico said.

They also competed well at the Oct. 
17 Roughrider Invitational, which is 
hosted at Woodward Park. Sum set a 
personal record by more than 30 seconds 
to finish first with a time of 15:20. Had 
he achieved that time in the 2013 state 
meet, he would have placed seventh in-
stead of 14th.

Harter and Law finished 16th and 
19th with times of 16:34 and 16:38. 

On Oct. 21, both teams raced at the 
3.1-mile Baylands Park Invitational. 
The boys’ varsity team took a relaxed 
approach to the meet; Sum, Harter and 

Law did not fin-
ish the race. The 
girls’ varsity team 
was led by Qi and 
junior Kimberly 
Chen, who finished 
33rd and 39th with 
times of 21:37 and 
21:45.

Qi, who missed 
the Oct. 2 Crystal 
Springs meet with 
chronic shin splints 
and a rolled ankle, 
said she saw Bay-

lands as the “official start” of her final 
cross country season. 

“I wasn’t sure how I was going to 
do, because I hadn’t trained in a long 
time, so when I [crossed] the finish line, 
I was extremely elated that I was physi-
cally able to run again,” Qi said. “Even 
though I did not [get a personal record], 
I am happy I’ve started to get back on 

my feet and train with the team.”
The girls’ team focused on cardiovas-

cular work during the first half of the 
season, but they have shifted their atten-
tion to speed workouts lately.

“We [started off the season] getting 
people out and running longer runs,” 
coach Danny Moon said. “Now we’re 
tuning the body so that we can have 
faster leg turnover. Speed workouts give 
you that racing instinct, that ‘killer’ in-
stinct [to help you] finish strong.”

Moon said the team also plans to run 
more hill repeats in order to prepare for 
CCS. 

Many girls on the varsity team in-
jured themselves near the beginning of 
the season, including Qi and seniors Val-
erie Lensch and Christine Schlossareck. 
However, the team has improved over-
all because of more intense training as 
well as more diligent and hard working 
athletes.

“Our team’s goal is to work togeth-
er and motivate each other to make it 
through the season. Running five to sev-
en miles every day can really wear [you] 
out,” Qi said. “Injuries are extremely 
common and the pain is hard to over-
come at times.”

Qi said that her biggest hope is to 
“finish the season with a bang.”

“I want to run CCS with the girls I 
have been running with for the past four 
years,” Qi said. “We joined the team to 
compete, and at the end of the day, it 
isn’t about the times we got, but that we 
got them together.”

At CCS, the boys’ team will be rep-
resented by Sum, Harter, Law, senior 
Rohith Krishna, juniors Matthew Peter-
son and Kevin Duong-le and sophomore 
Nicholas Sum. The girls’ team consists 
of Qi, Chen, Schlossareck, Lensch, ju-
nior Ashley Chen and freshmen Allison 
Borch and Lillian Zeng. u

After 12 wins, the girls’ volleyball 
team stayed undefeated throughout 
the league competition and won the El 
Camino league. Because strong teams 
like Lynbrook and Cupertino lost many 
of their best players due to graduation, 
the Falcons were able to win league.

“Since we have always been a young 
team in past years, we have really 
grown and improved since most of us 
are seniors and juniors,” senior captain 
Sara Parden said.

The team defeated Cupertino 3-0 on 
Nov. 6 and also 3-0 on Sept. 23. At the 
beginning of the season, Cupertino was 
the most feared team since they won 
league last year.

On Senior Night on Nov. 4, the team 
defeated Milpitas 3-0 and also 3-0 on 
Oct. 14. 

The team defeated Lynbrook 3-1 on 
Oct. 30 and also 3-0 on Oct. 9. Parden 
said that Lynbrook is the strongest team 
they have faced all season.

“I’m really proud of us for playing 
well and defeating Lynbrook,” Parden 
said. “We have improved a lot, especial-
ly in our hitting.”

Parden led the team with 15 kills fol-
lowed by junior right-side hitter Eleni 
Spirakis with 13 kills.

The Falcons also defeated Santa 
Clara 3-0 on Oct. 28 and 3-0 on Oct. 7. 

The team has also managed to pull 
through and defeat Wilcox, its second 
strongest competitor, on Oct. 23. Spira-
kis led the team with 23 kills followed 

by outside hitter Parden with 22.
“We have been working really hard 

all season and I’m proud of everyone 
for coming together to win league and 
making it to CCS,” Parden said. “Since 
our team is stronger, we have a chance 
of going further in CCS than we have in 
past years.” u

GIRLS’ GOLF

Runners ready for tough CCS competition

Junior falls short in CCS

BY AshleyChen
& KatherineSun

BY SweeyaRaj

Undefeated team wins 
league and makes CCS

CROSS COUNTRY

GIRLS’ VOLLEYBALL

BY CatherineTang

Courtesy of JENNIFER MILLER

Junior Kimberly Chen and senior Carolyn Qi kick off the varsity race with a solid start at 
the 2.1-mile Lynbrook invitational on Oct. 30. Both runners achieved personal records.

Senior hitter Sara Parden serves the ball 
in game against Santa Clara on Oct. 28.
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Chen

“At the end of the 
day, it isn’t about the 
times we got, but that we 
got them together.”

senior Carolyn Qi

The girls’ golf team played its final 
league game on Oct. 28 at the St. Teresa 
Golf Course, placing fifth in the SCVAL 
league and ending the season 
with an 8-6 record. The Fal-
cons didn’t advance to CCS as 
a team, but junior Carrie Chen 
made it to CCS individually.

The match pitted Saratoga 
against the top teams in the 
league: Gunn, Palo Alto, Lyn-
brook, Los Gatos and some in-
dividuals from Monta Vista. 

Sophomore Raina Kolluri 
said the team did not play as 
well as they could have. Only the teams 
who place in the top three in the league 
go to CCS.

“We were up against teams that we 
didn’t expect to win against, so we 
didn’t try as hard as we could have,” 
Kolluri said. “We went in the mentality 
that we just wanted to get it over with.”

 Chen finished with a score of 82 in 
the league game, meeting the CCS qual-
ifications of having under the score of 
83.

She played in the first round of CCS 
on Oct. 30 against players from schools 
such as Gunn and Palo Alto but did not 
advance to the next round.

“I didn’t play as well as I could have, 
and even if I played well, I don’t think 
I could have made it to the next level,” 
Chen said. “Hopefully next year I will 
make CCS again and play better.”

The team also faced some tough op-
ponents in their league.

“The odds are stacked against us be-
cause every other school is getting real-

ly good freshmen on their team,” junior 
Ankitha Sarvesh said. “We’re all good 
players as a team, but we’re not able to 
keep up with players from schools like 
Gunn.”

Gunn and Palo Alto are the 
team’s biggest competition, 
mainly because their top play-
ers are exceptional. According 
to Sarvesh, the SHS is consis-
tent, but does not have stand-
out players like Gunn and Palo 
Alto.

“Other teams’ scores are a 
lot more spread out, but we all 
have similar playing styles and 
consistently get similar scores,” 

Sarvesh said. 
Despite challenges and losses in the 

last few games of the season, according 
to Sarvesh, the team has done well this 
year compared to past years. 

“Of the three years I’ve played on the 
team, I don’t think we’ve ever played 
better,” Sarvesh said. u

Player Rankings
No. 1: Carrie Chen (11)
No. 2: Vivian Roan (12)
No. 3: Anya Herne (10)
No. 4: Sarah Lo (09)
No. 5: Ankitha Sarvesh (11)
No. 6: Raina Kolluri (10), Michelle Xu 
(10)

Team Makeup
One senior, five juniors, five sophomores, 
one freshman

Girls’ Golf
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The boys’ water polo team finished 
the season with a record of 1-11, plac-
ing sixth in the SCVAL League De Anza 
Division. The team placed fifth in the 
League Tournament on Nov. 6-8, and 
will not move on to CCS. 

The team started the League Tourna-
ment with a 15-8 loss to Mountain View. 
Although the Falcons were trailing 
throughout the whole game, they were 
only down by four goals after the third 
quarter. But the Spartans shut out the 
team in the fourth, while scoring three 
goals.

“I was really impressed by the effort 
we put in, and we actually did pretty 
well against the third best team in our 
league,” sophomore Armin Agha-Ebra-
him said. “I also scored my first goal of 
the season in that goal, which I was re-
ally stoked about.”

The next day, the team had a chance 
for revenge against Homestead, who 
beat them 7-6 in a close game on Oct. 28. 
Similar to that game, the Falcons were 
leading after the third quarter, but lost 
their lead in the fourth, losing 7-5.

After the disappointing loss, the team 
returned the next day looking to beat 
Los Altos, who they lost to twice this 
season, for fifth place in the tournament. 

The Falcons started off slow, trailing 
by three points after two quarters. How-
ever, the Falcons shut down the Eagles’ 
offense in the third quarter, took the lead 
and never looked back, winning 11-8. 

“[This game] was the perfect game 
to play our best water polo of the en-

tire season,” senior Alex Whitman said. 
“We came out with intensity, fought the 
whole game and got a victory in my last 
water polo game ever.”

The Falcons lost 12-7 to Monta Vista 
in their last league game on Oct. 30. 
Knowing that they would finish fifth 
place in the league with a win, the team 
came out with intensity. But the Mata-
dors ended the first half with a 6-2 lead 
and extended their lead to five goals in 
the third quarter.  

During the fourth quarter, senior Bri-
an Lew provided a spark off the bench 
with two quick goals, igniting a late-
game run. But the run came too late, and 
the Matadors came out with the victory. 

“Since it was senior night, I wanted 
to end my high school season on a high 
note,” Lew said. “Because I had missed 
half the season with an injury, I was 
ready to prove to my team I still had 
what it takes to score.”

The team suffered a disappointing 
7-6 loss to the league-worst Homestead 
Mustangs on Oct. 28. The two teams 
ended the season with the same record, 
but the Falcons finished as the higher 
seed because of a higher goal differential. 

The game was close throughout, with 
the Falcons ending the third quarter 
with a two goal lead. But the Mustangs 
started the fourth quarter with three 
quick goals, and the Falcons never came 
back. Junior Noah Quanrud led the team 
with three goals. 

“Going into the game, we assumed 
we would win, so we became too relaxed 
with our two goal lead heading into the 
fourth quarter,” Quanrud said. “Al-
though I scored multiple goals, I would 

rather take a win over that anyday.”
Additionally, the Falcons competed 

against teams all across the Bay Area in a 
tournament at Carmel High School from 
Oct. 25-26. They won their first game, 
but lost the remaining two. 

The action started with a 11-10 win in 
overtime against Pioneer High . Trailing 
by five goals at one point during the sec-
ond quarter, the Falcons started to draw 
ejections on offense in the second half. 

The fourth quarter ended with the 
two teams tied at 10-10, and the game 
went to sudden death. After two pos-
sessions without a score, junior Graham 
Schmelzer rose up for a shot from 6 me-
ters out. The ball hit the right post, and 

then off the opposing goalie’s head into 
the goal, giving the Falcons the victory. 

The next day, the team, still in high 
spirits from the close win the previous 
day, played Willow Glen High School. 
This time, the Falcons did not play with 
enough heart from the start, never catch-
ing up to the Rams after losing their 4-3 
lead in the second quarter, and lost 9-7.

The team returned later that day hop-
ing to win their final match against St. 
Ignatius College Preparatory. But they 
were outmatched by the Wildcats’ size 
and speed, trailing 8-0 by the end of the 
first quarter. Although the Falcons only 
gave up five more goals for the rest of 
the game, they lost 13-5. u

Team places fifth in League Tournament 
BY DavidFan
& AndrewJiang
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Junior Mason Lee prepares to pass the ball to another player during the game on Oct. 30.

BOYS’ WATER POLO

The girls’ water polo team 
finished third in the SCVAL 
League De Anza Division with 
a record of 7-5. After placing 
fourth in the League Tour-
nament on Nov. 9, the team 
moved on to CCS as a No. 9 
seed.

The girls played Mountain 
View in their first League Tour-
nament game on Nov. 6. Down 
the first half, they came back to 
tie the score the score 3-3 at the 
end of regulation. They ended 
up winning 4-3 in overtime on 
a goal by senior Madison Gress 
on a goal by senior Madison 
Gress, securing a spot in CCS. 
Even though many of the start-
ers, such as senior Mackenzie 
Rosenthal and juniors Alexa 
Frieberg and Jace Welton, did 
not play because of illnesses, 
the team adapted to the absenc-
es of their key players by “get-
ting used to how [the remain-
ing players] want the ball and 
how they interact with others,” 
according to senior Amanda 
Moriarty. 

“Everybody…takes criti-
cism differently and they play 
differently and you just have to 
adapt to the way they are dif-
ferent,” Moriarty said. 

The next day, the girls 
played Los Gatos in the Moun-
tain View pool. Although Gress 
and sophomore Kailyn Koerber 
scored two goals each and Mo-
riarty scored one, the team lost 
8-5, once again hamstrung by 

the challenge of playing with-
out starters. 

“It was hard because both 
[senior attack Mackenzie 
Rosenthal] and I were out be-
cause I was sick and she had 
just gotten her wisdom teeth 
out,” junior Alexa Friedberg 
said. “But overall the team 
played well together.”

On Sunday they played their 
last League Tournament game 
against Los Altos at Gunn. Al-
though the girls defeated the 
team twice during the season, 
they lost 4-1, with the one goal 
scored by Welton. 

“We lost this time because 
Mackenzie was still out, Jace 
and I were playing but sick and 
Madison got kicked out in the 
first half of the game,” Fried-
berg said.

Despite the losses in the 
league tournament, the Falcons 
showed a noticeable improve-
ment throughout the season. 

Even they adapted to new 
coach Nick Berg and many ab-
sences from games due to ill-
ness or injures, the girls’ season 
reflects their willpower to push 
through, no matter what the 
circumstances were. 

“We have really grown as a 
team and improved over the 
season,” Moriarty said. “We 
have a really strong defense 
and our offense has improved 
and continues to improve ev-
ery game. Despite all the set-
backs that were out of our con-
trol like a small team, injuries 
and illness we still came out 
of the season as a really tight-

knit team that exceeded many 
people’s expectations.”

The team was scheduled to 
play its first CCS game against 
Stevenson, the No. 12 seed, on 
Nov. 11 at Aptos High School 
in Santa Cruz County. The out-
come of the game could not be 
covered due to printing dead-
lines. The winner of the game 
was scheduled to face No. 8 
seed Saint Ignatius at Moun-
tain View on Nov. 13. Details 
can be found in the Nov. 21 is-
sue of the Falcon.

Prior to their end of the sea-
son games, on Oct. 30, the girls’ 
water polo team competed at 
home against Los Gatos on se-
nior night. 

They lost 6-3, but “it was one 
of the best games [they] played 
during the season because of 
[their] teamwork,” according 
to sophomore defense Liu. 

The team also beat Home-
stead 9-2 on Oct. 28. 

“The score was really close 
at halftime,” Liu said. “In the 
second half we really got into 
our groove, and we kept mak-
ing our shots.”

A strong core of seniors has 
led the way so far for the team. 
Senior goalie Puck de Roos has 
saved many goals while Mori-
arty, Rosenthal and Gress have 
scored the majority of the goals. 

“We have all been working 
together to help improve both 
our offense and our defense,” 
Gress said. “This has let us 
come out stronger at the begin-
ning of games and helped us 
win together as a team.” u

Falcons secure spot in CCS
BY GwynevereHunger
& StefanieTing

GIRLS’ WATER POLOFIELD HOCKEY

BY EmilyChen
& ShaziaGupta

The Falcons secured a spot 
in CCS and placed second in 
the De Anza Division in the 
Santa Clara Valley Athletic 
League with a 2-1 overtime 
win over Cupertino on Nov. 
7. They ended the season with 
a 8-3-1 record, and their first 
CCS game is at home on Nov. 
13 against Christopher High 
School.

In the 
Cupertino 
game, ju-
nior mid-
f i e l d e r 
Erin Nor-
ris tied 
the game 
1-1 during 
r e g u l a -
tion, and 
in the sud-
den-death 
overt ime 
junior for-
ward Anne Rollinson scored 
the winning goal.  

“I had faith that we could 
win the whole time, but when 
we finally got that goal it felt so 
good,” Rollinson said.

In their last home game of 
the season, the Falcons beat Los 
Altos 1-0 with a goal scored by 
sophomore Rachel Davey.

On Halloween, the Falcons 
lost 6-0 to rival Los Gatos. 

Even so, they were proud 
of their efforts against a strong 
team.

“You could tell that they 
were flustered,” senior co-
captain and forward Christina 
Crolla said. “We constantly got 
the ball and took it to goal, but 
the ref made some bad calls.”

Coach Raman Sandhu also 
said, “I was proud our girls nev-
er gave up and fought the full 
60 minutes. The rougher and 
more intimidating LG started 
to play, our girls responded 
with even greater toughness 

and fight-
ing spir-
it.”

O n 
O c t . 
29 the 
t e a m ’ s 
h o m e 
g a m e 
a g a i n s t 
M o n t a 
V i s t a 
went into 
a sudden-
death. Af-
ter seven 

minutes without a score, the 
two teams tied 2-2. Goals were 
scored by junior midfielder Sa-
brina Clark and Davey.

The team won 3-0 in its 
away game against Lynbrook 
on Oct. 24, with goals scored 
by Crolla and sophomores Tina 
Miller and Emily Chen. 

Reflecting on a memorable 
season, Clark said, “The team 
has come a long way. We went 
from losing nearly every game 
last year to winning nearly ev-
ery game [this year].” u

Team goes to CCS 
even with loss to LG

“We went from 
losing nearly every game 
last year to winning 
nearly every game [this 
year]”

junior Sabrina Clark
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Elections. It’s time to take down 
candidate signs from every lawn 
in Saratoga.

BE FAT. No longer just an 
APUSH acronym. 

Turkey. Not the edible kind 
— dress your teachers up as 
turkeys and support the senior 
class at the same time!

Daylight savings. The yearly 
struggle of “why is it nighttime 
at 6:00” begins.

BEST THINGS ABOUT NOVEMBER

No shave November. Or at least 
feeble attempts at stubble.

Deadlines. November 1, Nov 
30, and everything in between.

Christmas. All department 
stores have so much holiday 
spirit! Wait, Thanksgiving hasn’t 
happened yet.

Weather. What are you sup-
posed to wear when three sea-
sons run the course of the day?

Simi Srivastava

Rally. Two down, one to go!

   topten

Football. It’s OK, we’ll beat LG 
next time!

“Did you watch that video about the 
cat jumping off a diving board posted 
last night on Facebook? It was hilari-
ous!” said one of my classmates in my 
English class, eager to start a conversa-
tion.

“No, I don’t have a Facebook,” I reply 
with my head down in embarrassment, 
knowing that this seemingly friendly 
conversation will soon be deemed awk-
ward.

“Oh, OK.”
Normally, this abrupt end to the con-

versation is followed by uncomfortable 
silence, interspersed with occasional fu-
tile attempts to converse about monoto-
nous topics like the weather. 

Unlike most other high school stu-
dents, I don’t have a Facebook account. I 

don’t stay up at night staring at my pro-
file picture in desperation to reach over 
100 likes. I don’t ponder about the num-
ber of friend requests I’ve received from 
people I haven’t talked to in years or 
perhaps don’t even know. I don’t waste 
away hours stalking mysteriously hand-
some boys.

Many jokingly say how I “face books” 
instead of hav-
ing a Facebook 
and accuse me 
of leading a “sad 
life.”

I’ve still yet 
to comprehend 
how this is sad. 
To me, sad is the 
derogating way 
the choir boys 
name call Piggy 
in “Lord of the Flies.” Sad is the sinking 
feeling of despair in the pit of my stom-
ach when Mr. Yim passes back our Trig/
Pre-Calc Honors test. Not having a Face-
book? Not sad at all.

Sure, at times, teachers post assign-

ments or guidelines on Facebook that I 
don’t find out about until three days lat-
er, or someone creates a study guide for 
a lecture or a link to homework answers, 
but ultimately these small benefits don’t 
outweigh the downsides of the site.

Don’t get me wrong. I know Face-
book can be a useful study tool, but it’s 
also (more commonly) a distraction I’m 

glad not to have. 
I’ve come to 
value academ-
ics, family bond-
ing and time 
spent outdoors 
over sitting with 
eyes glued to 
the computer 
screen, scroll-
ing through pic-
tures of people I 

haven’t ever struck a real conversation 
with.

People’s reliance on Facebook re-
minds me of the classic comic strip Pea-
nuts, where Linus is constantly carrying 
his infamous blue blanket. It seems that 

teenagers have the same type of relation-
ship with Facebook, as they feel the need 
to open the blue-colored app every cou-
ple minutes on their smartphone.

Facebook robs students of precious 
time that could be spent sleeping. I have 
heard my friends make promises to stay 
off Facebook for a day, devoting time 
to productive activities like homework. 
But once they hear the notorious ring 
of a Facebook notification, that promise 
quickly breaks.

What bothers me is that people com-
plain about getting only six hours of 
sleep (while I, on the other hand, get a 
stunning nine hours) and blame it on 
how they were on Facebook. No offense, 
but what a waste of time.

As I approach senior year, I will start 
collecting nostalgic memories of hilari-
ous teachers and the great memories 
I’ve shared with my fellow runners in  
cross country. Then, I may consider get-
ting a Facebook, just to keep in touch 
with friendships that I’ve created in high 
school. 

For now, I can survive on my own. u

Senior Jackie An plays in the halftime 
band show at the Homecoming game on 
Oct. 24.

Senior Natalie Miller breaks through a 
football banner at the rally on Nov. 7.

The Bboys dance in the Seniors quad day 
skit on Oct 24.

crossword

Sophomore finds ways around Facebook 

snapshots

Principal Paul Robinson gets slimed in the 
juniors’ quad day skit on Oct. 23. 
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aming for 
the stars

Ami Nachiappan

ACROSS
2. Sport responsible for “Guardian Angel” duties
4. Girls’ sports team seeded No 1. in CCS
5. Head graphics editor of the Falcon
6. Parade that the SHS band has been invited to
perform at on Jan. 1
9. Upcoming fundraiser for the junior class
10. Co founder of fashion club
13. Top ship found on Tumblr
14. Song playing in the background of the YouTube
video made by Martha
15. Organization that awarded SHS speech and 
debate as being in the top 10 percent in the nation

DOWN
1. Math teacher who makes new quizzes for each
class period to avoid compromising academic
integrity.
3. Reporter Nidhi Jain’s choices were narrowed 
down at Aqui’s because she is
7. House representative who denied the existence 
of Global Warming. (Hint: check online at sara-
togafalcon.org)
8. The Beach family owns a 1000 acre ranch in
10. New project created for government and 
economics classes
11. Genre of music using controversial methods to
create popular artists
12. The U.S. act that protects citizens’ rights to
access information held by the federal government

Many jokingly say how I 
“face books” instead of 
having a Facebook and 

accuse me of leading a “sad 
life.”

Answers can be found in this issue.
Key online at saratogafalcon.org.


